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Summary 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) proposes to revoke 
the exclusive dealing notification lodged by Cooperative Bulk Handling Ltd (CBH).  

The notified conduct involves CBH requiring growers that use its up-country storage 
facilities to also use transport services supplied by it to transport grain to port. 

The ACCC considers that the notified conduct allows CBH to leverage its market power 
in supplying up-country receival, storage and handling services to prevent competition 
occurring for the supply of grain transport services in Western Australia. 

The ACCC’s draft notice relates only to CBH’s conduct in forcing growers who use its 
up-country storage and handling facilities to also use its transport services. 

If the ACCC does revoke the notification CBH will still be free to offer growers a 
bundled receival, storage, handling and transport service. However, growers who store 
their grain with CBH will be free to choose whether to use CBH’s transport services or 
organise their own transport outside the CBH system. 

This draft notice does not remove the protection from legal action that is currently 
afforded by the notification.  

If, after seeking the views of interested parties about this draft notice, the ACCC does 
decide to issue a final notice revoking the notification the ACCC will have regard to the 
views of CBH and interested parties in deciding when the revocation will come into 
effect. The ACCC will do so with a view to ensuring that any revocation did not cause 
disruption to existing arrangements during the 2010/11 grain harvest. 

 
On 11 June 2008, Cooperative Bulk Handling (CBH) lodged notification N93439 for a 
proposal to offer to supply storage and handling services to growers and marketers of grain in 
Western Australia on the condition that growers or marketers acquire:  
 

i) supply chain coordination services from CBH; and 

ii) to the extent that grain remains in CBH's custody, that they only acquire transport 
services from CBH (through its nominated carrier). 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) has decided to issue a draft 
notice proposing to revoke notification N93439. 
 
CBH is a grower owned co-operative that currently has approximately 4650 shareholders that 
are growers of grain in Western Australia.  

CBH owns 193 ‘up-country’ receival, storage and handling sites in Western Australia, four 
port export terminals located at Albany, Esperance, Kwinana and Geraldton, and a Metro 
Grain Centre, located in Forrestfield, Perth, which offers grain container loading services. 
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CBH owns around of 90% of up-country storage facilities in Western Australia. In effect, the 
notified conduct ties growers using CBH’s up-country storage facilities into also using 
transport services supplied by CBH when moving their grain to port for export. 
 
The ACCC’s 2008 decision and subsequent developments 

CBH originally lodged the notification in June 2008, three weeks prior to deregulation of 
bulk wheat exports.  

The ACCC undertook a comprehensive public consultation process when the notification was 
lodged in 2008, seeking submissions from over 130 industry participants. At that time there 
was widespread support in the industry for the proposed arrangement particularly in light of 
uncertainty about the market environment post the imminent deregulation of the industry. 

Many saw the Grain Express system, including the notified tying arrangement, as providing 
certainty and stability around the arrangements that would prevail post deregulation. 
However, consideration of the merits of the arrangements at that point was necessarily 
somewhat speculative given uncertainty about the environment in which the industry would 
be operating, and how the industry would evolve, post deregulation. 

The ACCC was not satisfied on the basis of the information before it in considering the 
notification in 2008 that the notified conduct had the purpose, effect or likely effect of 
substantially lessening competition for reasons including that growers could bypass CBH’s 
system entirely if they were dissatisfied with the level of service offered and transport their 
grain directly to port.  

The ACCC considered the notified arrangement was likely to produce efficiency benefits by 
facilitating central coordination of grain storage, handling and transportation. 

Accordingly, in September 2008 the ACCC decided to allow the notification to stand. 

While there was initially widespread support for the arrangement, after the first season of 
operating under the new system (2008/09) and at the commencement of the second season a 
number of parties expressed concern to the ACCC about congestion problems in the CBH 
system, consequent delays in loading grain vessels at CBH export terminals and 
consequential demurrage and surge costs incurred. Some parties argued that these problems 
could have been avoided if they were allowed to organise their own transport to port outside 
of CBH’s system. 

The ACCC sought CBH’s view about the factors that had caused these congestion problems 
including the contribution of Grain Express to the congestion. CBH noted that the 2008/09 
harvest was the first season of liberalisation of wheat exports from Australia and argued that 
congestion in the system during the 2008/09 harvest was as a result of factors external to the 
notified tying arrangement, such as an increase in the number of exporters due to the removal 
of the single desk and a larger and later than normal grain harvest. 

CBH argued that Grain Express had reduced the impact of these factors by enabling the 
movement of grain from country storage to port to occur in a coordinated fashion. CBH also 
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advised of changes to its arrangements which it considered would reduce potential congestion 
problems in future seasons. 

After considering the concerns raised by interested parties about congestion in the CBH 
system during the first harvest post deregulation, and CBH’s contention that: 

 congestion was primarily caused by factors external to the notified tying 
arrangement  

 congestion problems were unlikely to persist in subsequent years as all parties better 
came to grips with operating in the changed environment post deregulation, and  

 modifications were being made to the broader Grain Express system to ensure this 
was the case (i.e. modifications to elements of the system other than the notified 
tying arrangement) 

the ACCC decided not to review the notification at that time.  

Rather, the ACCC decided to observe the operation of the arrangement during the second 
harvest before deciding whether to review the notification.  

Concerns persisted about the notified tying arrangement during the second harvest season and 
the ACCC commenced a review of the notification in June 2010 at the completion of the 
second harvest season. 

ACCC assessment  
 
Submissions 
 
Many growers who provided submissions to the ACCC expressed support for the current 
system. However, in many cases, the comments provided related to CBH offering a bundled 
storage, handling and transport service rather than to the specific tying arrangement the 
subject of the ACCC’s review. 
 
Some larger growers and marketers objected to the notified arrangements. Again, generally 
speaking, these growers and marketers expressed support for CBH offering a bundled 
storage, handling and transport service. Indeed, some stated that they would likely continue to 
acquire these services from CBH as a bundle even if they were not forced to do so. However, 
they objected to being forced to accept all elements of the bundled service. 
 
These growers and marketers argued that if users were given the option of acquiring transport 
services from CBH rather than being forced to do so this would both give them the 
opportunity to explore other options for transporting grain that best suited their specific needs 
and provide a competitive tension that would be reflected in the terms and conditions on 
which CBH would offer its bundled service. 
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The scope of the notified conduct 
 
As noted, a number of interested parties provided submissions expressing support for CBH 
offering an integrated grain supply chain. However, in undertaking its assessment of the 
notification the ACCC is not reviewing CBH offering storage, handling and transport supply 
chain services as a bundled service. Rather, the ACCC is reviewing the notified compulsory 
tying arrangement whereby CBH requires parties that use its storage and handling services to 
also use CBH’s transport services (i.e. CBH forcing growers who purchase one service that is 
part of the bundled package to accept all parts of the package). 
 
Absent this tying arrangement CBH would be free to continue to offer growers and marketers 
storage, handling and transport services as a bundle as long as CBH did not set the relative 
prices of its bundled and stand alone services in a manner that had the purpose of preventing 
or hindering other suppliers of transport services from competing with it. However, absent 
the notified arrangements, growers and marketers would, in addition to using CBH to 
transport their grain, also be free to make their own alternative transport arrangements if they 
wished.  

Accordingly, CBH’s notified conduct is forcing growers who use CBH’s storage and 
handling facilities to also acquire transport services from CBH and thereby denying them the 
option of organising their own transport. This conduct, and its effect on competition and the 
public benefits and detriments generated by it is the subject of the ACCC’s review.  
 
CBH’s conduct absent the notified arrangement, such as continuing to offer bundled storage, 
handling and transport services, and the effects on competition and the public benefits and 
detriments of this conduct, does not form part of the ACCC’s review. 
 
ACCC assessment - effect on competition 
 
In theory growers are able to warehouse grain with CBH and then outturn it from CBH’s 
custody which would enable them to make their own arrangements to transport grain to port. 
However, the way CBH’s arrangements are structured means that the process for outturning 
grain involves a number of significant costs and risks for growers. As a consequence, once 
grain that is intended to be exported from a port operated by CBH is stored at a CBH up-
country storage site it is, in effect, locked into the CBH system with CBH organising the 
transportation of the grain to port.  

The ACCC does not consider that requiring growers who use CBH’s storage and handling 
services to only acquire transport services from CBH significantly impacts competition in the 
market for grain trading in Western Australia. While CBH’s trading subsidiaries compete 
with other marketers CBH’s Ring Fencing Policy provides an adequate framework to limit 
the potential for information obtained by CBH to be transferred and used anti-competitively 
by its subsidiary. 

The ACCC also consider that the notified tying arrangement does not significantly lessen 
competition in the market for receival, storage and handling services in Western Australia. 
CBH has market power in supplying up-country receival, storage and handling services. 
However, the notified tying arrangement does not appear to inhibit the development of 
alternative up-country receival, storage and handling facilities. Rather, the market power 
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CBH enjoys is largely by virtue of historical factors, namely CBH’s incumbency and the 
economies of scope in its operations, rather than as a result of the notified arrangement. 

However, at the margin, the notified tying arrangement may be stimulating excessive 
investment in on-farm storage of grain by growers who strongly prefer to make their own 
transport arrangements but are unable to acquire a standalone storage service from CBH. It 
may therefore be distorting competition between on-farm and off-farm storage. 

Similarly, the notified tying arrangement does not significantly affect the ability for 
alternative suppliers of bundled whole of supply chain storage, handling and transport 
services to compete with CBH. While CBH has a competitive advantage over other suppliers 
seeking to provide a whole of supply chain service this is primarily a consequence of CBH’s 
incumbency and established supply network rather than the notified tying arrangement. 

Further, the notified arrangement also maintains competition to supply bulk transport services 
to CBH.  

However, the notified tying arrangement forecloses opportunities for transport suppliers to 
compete with CBH to supply stand alone transport services other than in bulk and on terms 
that support CBH’s interests as a bulk acquirer of these services. Growers are denied the 
opportunity to acquire these services directly on terms that best reflect their specific 
individual transport needs.  

Denying growers this option would be unlikely to raise competition concerns if there was a 
competitive market for up-country receival, storage and handling services. Users that did not 
wish to use transport services provided by CBH could elect to bypass the CBH supply chain 
entirely and deliver their grain directly to port. 

However, as noted, CBH has significant market power in the market for the supply of grain 
receival, storage and handling services in Western Australia. The ACCC considers that the 
notified tying arrangement allows CBH to leverage this market power to substantially lessen 
competition in the market for grain transport services in Western Australia. 

In this respect, the ACCC considers that there is a distinction between the market in which 
transport providers compete to provide bulk services to CBH and the market in which CBH 
then on-sells these services to growers. Specifically, there can be competition to supply bulk 
transport services to CBH without there being competition for the supply of transport services 
to customers who use CBH’s up-country storage facilities. That is, while bidding to supply 
transport services to CBH is competitive it does not necessarily follow that growers who use 
CBH’s up-country storage facilities are able to acquire transport services on competitive 
terms. 

The notified tying arrangement prevents this competition occurring. 

In other Australian states, parties supply up-country storage services as well as transport 
services, both separately from each other and as an integrated bundle, with the integrated 
bundle provided at a discount to the stand alone services. This discount likely reflects the 
economies of scope in supplying a bundled package. 
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Moreover, stand-alone transport service providers operate in competition with vertically 
integrated service providers in other states. However, in Western Australia the notified tying 
arrangement allows CBH to leverage its market power in supplying up-country receival, 
storage and handling services to prevent this competition occurring.  

If faced with the threat of alternative transport providers directly supplying services to 
growers, CBH would have an incentive to offer its transport service on terms that were at 
least as attractive as rival transport providers.  In practice, the economies of scope in CBH’s 
operations may be such that the efficient price of the transport component of a bundled 
storage, handling and transport service is at a level that is uneconomic for stand alone 
transport providers to match.  However, this may not universally be the case and just being 
faced with the threat of competition would promote competitive outcomes.  This is because, 
regardless of whether users of CBH’s up-country storage facilities would choose alternative 
transport providers if they were free to do so, the ability to do so, arising from the 
contestability of the market, would provide a competitive tension that would constrain CBH’s 
pricing behaviour. This competitive tension is foreclosed by the notified arrangement. 

Most interested parties that object to the notified arrangement argue that they would likely 
continue to use CBH on most occasions to transport grain if they were not required to do so, 
but that the opportunity to explore alternative options and make this decision for themselves 
would provide a competitive tension. 

The ACCC is of the view that the significant competitive advantage that CBH already enjoys 
by virtue of its market power in supplying receival, storage and handling services is further 
entrenched by the exclusive arrangement whereby users of its up-country storage facilities are 
also required to acquire transport services from it. Without this restriction CBH would be 
constrained by actual entry or the potential for competition for the provision of transport 
services.  

The ACCC considers that the absence of this competitive tension, by virtue of the notified 
tying arrangement, substantially lessens competition in the market for grain transport in 
Western Australia. 

ACCC assessment - public benefit 
 
The ACCC considers that bundling of grain storage, handling and transportation services has 
the potential to generate significant public benefits in the operation of the Western Australian 
grain supply network. Economies of scope in production mean that coordination of the grain 
freight task, coupled with logistic planning, can allow grain to be transported throughout 
Western Australia in a more efficient manner, potentially delivering significant savings. 

However, if a product can be jointly produced more cheaply, and the bundled sale price 
reflects these costs savings, then customers would not need to be forced to buy it. Rather, 
they would do so of their own accord.   

Grain is transported efficiently and cost effectively to port in other states, often as a bundled 
service similar to CBH’s arrangements, without forcing growers to acquire all relevant 
storage, handling and transport services from a single supplier. 
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In this respect, the argument that economies of scope among bundled products creates cost 
efficiencies supports CBH bundling storage, handling and transport services to offer an 
appropriate, broadly cost-reflective discount on the bundle. However, it does not support the 
compulsory tying of products where some customers would otherwise prefer to buy them 
separately even after taking account of an appropriate bundling discount.  

Accordingly, the ACCC does not consider that the forced tying arrangement the subject of 
CBH’s notification is necessary to the realisation of many of the benefits resulting from CBH 
offering a bundled storage, handling and transport service. 

The ACCC considers that the notified arrangement may generate efficiencies in the receival 
of grain at port export terminals, particularly in periods of high demand where there is 
potential for congestion in the system. In these circumstances, a fragmented freight task with 
individual growers and markets delivering to port in an uncoordinated manner would be 
likely to exacerbate any congestion issues.  

However, the notified tying arrangement is not the only instrument for managing the 
allocation of capacity in times of congestion. For example, CBH could auction delivery slots 
and allow the pricing mechanism to encourage individual growers to coordinate freight 
movements to port or spread deliveries to port more evenly throughout the day in peak 
periods. It is therefore not clear that the notified tying arrangement is conferring significant 
public benefits that could not be realised from a market-based solution.   

Further, while the notified tying arrangement may assist CBH to manage congestion 
problems, it could also potentially exacerbate congestion problems during large harvests. 
CBH is, by virtue of the notified arrangement, responsible for managing congestion in the 
system. However, through the notified tying arrangement CBH is able to shift a substantial 
proportion of the risk associated with congestion (e.g. shipping delays, demurrage costs and 
surge charges resulting from the need to deploy additional assets to meet shipping schedules) 
on to growers and exporters. This shifting of risk weakens CBH’s incentive to efficiently deal 
with congestion and to develop strategies for better management of such risks in the future. 

It may be that CBH is nevertheless still best placed to manage such risk by virtue of its 
position in the market. However, the tying arrangement forces users to accept CBH’s 
management of congestion risks, even when they believe they could better manage this risk 
in a manner that involves removing their grain from the CBH system (utilising the services of 
another transport provider) and are willing to bear all relevant costs.   

Balance of public benefits and detriments 
 
On balance, the ACCC considers that the notified tying arrangement substantially lessens 
competition in the market for grain transport in Western Australia and that the substantial 
anti-competitive detriments outweigh any public benefits resulting from the notified conduct. 

Accordingly, the ACCC proposes to revoke the notification. 
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Next steps 
 
Immunity for the notified conduct automatically came into effect on 11 June 2008. This draft 
notice does not remove the protection from legal action that is afforded by the notification. 
The ACCC will now seek further submissions from interested parties about the notified 
conduct. In addition, the applicant or any interested party may request that the ACCC hold a 
conference to discuss the draft determination, pursuant to section 93A of the Act. The ACCC 
will then consider whether to issue a final notice.  
 
As part of this further consultation process the ACCC will also seek submissions about the 
date on which the revocation should come into effect if the ACCC does decide to revoke the 
notification.  
 
In this respect, the ACCC considers that revocation of the notification mid-harvest would 
have the potential to cause significant disruption to the industry. Parties have arrangements in 
place that would need to be quickly reorganised if the notification was revoked mid harvest. 

If the ACCC does decide to issue a final notice revoking the notification the ACCC will have 
regard to the views of CBH and interested parties in deciding when the revocation will come 
into effect, with a view to ensuring that any revocation did not cause disruption to existing 
arrangements during the 2010/11 harvest. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (the ACCC) is the 
Commonwealth agency responsible for administering the Trade Practices Act 1974 
(the Act).  A key objective of the Act is to prevent anti-competitive arrangements or 
conduct, thereby encouraging competition and efficiency in business, resulting in 
greater choice for consumers in price, quality and service. 

1.2 Section 47 of the Act prohibits conduct known as exclusive dealing other than third 
line forcing conduct where it has the purpose or effect of substantially lessening 
competition.  Generally speaking, exclusive dealing involves one business trading 
with another, imposing restrictions on the other's freedom to choose with whom, or 
in what, it deals. 

1.3 Sub sections 47(2) to 47(5) of the Act prohibits a specific type of exclusive dealing 
known as exclusive dealing other than third line forcing. Of relevance to this 
notification, exclusive dealing other than third line forcing involves a business 
supplying goods or services, or supplying goods or services at a discount, on 
condition that the buyer: 

 will not acquire, or will limit the acquisition of, goods or services from a 
competitor of the supplier 

 will not resupply, or will resupply only to a limited extent, goods or services 
acquired from a competitor of the supplier 

 will not resupply the goods or services to others, or will resupply only to a 
limited extent, the goods or services to particular persons, classes of persons or 
in particular places. 

1.4 These forms of exclusive dealing conduct will only raise concerns under the Act if 
they substantially lessen competition. 

1.5 Businesses may obtain immunity in relation to conduct that might be at risk of 
breaching the exclusive dealing provisions of the Act by lodging a ‘notification’ 
with the ACCC.  Once validly lodged, immunity for the notified exclusive dealing 
other than third line forcing conduct commences automatically.  The ACCC may 
proceed to revoke a notification involving exclusive dealing other than third line 
forcing where it is satisfied that the notified conduct has the purpose, effect or likely 
effect of substantially lessening competition and in all the circumstances: 

 the conduct has not resulted or is not likely to result in a benefit to the public 

 the benefit will not outweigh the detriment to the public by a lessening of 
competition resulting from the conduct. 
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1.6 In effect, revoking a notification removes the immunity conferred by the lodging of 
the notification.  The ACCC conducts a comprehensive public consultation process 
before making a decision to revoke a notification. 

1.7 Where the ACCC forms the view that the conduct the subject of the exclusive 
dealing notification is likely to substantially lessen competition and the detriment to 
the public outweighs the benefits to the public, it may commence the revocation 
process.  This involves the ACCC issuing a Draft Notice advising the notifying 
party, and interested parties, that the ACCC intends to revoke the notification.   

1.8 Where the ACCC decides to issue a Draft Notice, the ACCC must provide a written 
statement of its reasons for giving notice.  Upon issuing a Draft Notice the ACCC 
must invite the notifying party and/or any other interested party to request a 
conference in relation to the Draft Notice.  The conference, if requested, must be 
held within 30 days. 

1.9 After the conference the ACCC must decide whether to leave the notification 
undisturbed or issue a Final Notice revoking the notification.  Similarly, if no 
conference is requested, the ACCC must decide whether or not to issue a Final 
Notice. 

1.10 A Final Notice has the effect of revoking any immunity from legal proceedings 
under the Act for the notified conduct and takes effect on the 31st day after the 
ACCC gives the notice or on a later date specified in writing by the ACCC. 

1.11 Where a notification in relation to exclusive dealing conduct is allowed to stand, the 
ACCC may act to remove the immunity afforded by the notification at a later stage 
if it is satisfied that the notified conduct has the purpose, effect or likely effect of 
substantially lessening competition and the public benefits do not outweigh the 
public detriments.  

1.12 Triggers for a review may be complaints from persons affected by the conduct, a 
change in market conditions or further information coming to light. 
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2. Background 

Conduct 

2.1. Notification N93439 was lodged by CBH on 11 June 2008 in relation to conduct that 
may be in breach of section 47(2) of the Act. 

2.2. CBH described the conduct as CBH proposing to offer to supply storage and 
handling services on the condition that growers or marketers acquire:  

i) supply chain coordination services from CBH; and 

ii) to the extent that grain remains in CBH's custody, that they only acquire 
transport services from CBH (through its nominated carrier). 

2.3. The arrangements are referred to as ‘Grain Express.’ The arrangements may apply to 
growers and marketers of grain in Western Australia. Further details about the 
arrangements are provided at paragraphs 2.29 to 2.32. 

Background to the notification 

The notifying party 

2.4. Cooperative Bulk Handling Ltd (CBH) was founded in 1933 as a grower owned co-
operative.  It currently has approximately 4650 shareholders that are growers of 
grain in Western Australia.1   

2.5. CBH owns 193 ‘up-country’ receival, storage and handling sites in Western 
Australia, four port export terminals located at Albany, Esperance, Kwinana and 
Geraldton, and a Metro Grain Centre, located in Forrestfield, Perth, which offers 
grain container loading services. CBH’s total storage and handling capacity exceeds 
20 million tonnes.2 

2.6. As well as the grain storage and logistics arm, CBH has a significant presence in 
grain trading through its subsidiary CBH Grain (formerly Grain Pool Pty Ltd).  
CBH has also expanded into grain processing through investments in South East 
Asian flour mills.  

2.7. CBH’s main objectives are set out in its Memorandum of Association:3 

 to establish, maintain and conduct any schemes or system for handling wheat 
and/or other grain in bulk or otherwise 

 to receive, handle, transport, grade, classify and store wheat and or/other grain 
and  

                                            
1  Frontier Report, Competition Effects of the Grain Express Notification, October 2010, page 1 
2  https://www.cbh.com.au/about-us/key-facts--figures.aspx, sourced on 14 September 2010 
3  CBH Notification N93439, supporting submission, pages 14 -15.  
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 to carry on either in conjunction with or separately from the above objectives, 
any business or businesses that may be conveniently carried on by CBH or 
may promote, assist or be conducive to the objectives of CBH.   

2.8. Provisions in the Bulk Handling Act 1967 (WA) place restrictions on the manner in 
which CBH can use its income or property. In effect, these provisions require CBH 
to apply any income or profit to the objectives of the company and prevents the 
distribution of income to shareholders. 

The Western Australian grain industry 

2.9. Western Australian grain production is characterised by significant seasonal 
variability.  Since 2000, the grain crop has been marked by two major droughts in 
2000/01 and 2006/07. The Western Australian grain crop for 2010/11 is forecast to 
be approximately 9.7 million tonnes, down approximately 2.7 million from the 
2009/10 harvest.4  CBH’s average receivals at harvest for all types of grain are 
about 11 million tonnes and Western Australia’s largest grain harvest was 14.7 
million tonnes in 2003-04.5 

2.10. The predominant grain grown in Western Australia is wheat, with a forecast harvest 
for 2010/11 of 6.1 million tonnes compared with 8.2 million tonnes in 2009/10. This 
is followed by Barley (1.7 million tonnes), Canola (945 000 tonnes) and Lupins 
(390 000 tonnes).6 

2.11. For the 2010/11 winter grain crop, the total area cultivated in Western Australia was 
forecast to be approximately 7.5 million hectares.7 Western Australian grain 
growers are, on average, three times larger in terms of land under crop than their 
eastern state counterparts.8 The PGA Western Grain growers estimates that CBH 
receives 50 per cent of its wheat from less than 500 growers, or less than 10 per cent 
of all Western Australian wheat growers.9  

2.12. Western Australian grain growers have, on average, higher farm incomes and rates 
of return than eastern state grain growers. This is partially attributable to higher crop 
yields and the larger size of farms in Western Australia.10  

2.13. Approximately 95 per cent of the Western Australian grain crop is exported.  This is 
in contrast with eastern states, where 50 per cent of the grain crop is exported.11 
Indonesia is the largest recipient of Western Australian grain, closely followed by 
Japan and South Korea.12 

                                            
4  ABARE-BRS, Australian Crop Report, September 2010, page 16 
5  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 254 
6  ABARE-BRS, Australian Crop Report, September 2010, page 17 
7  ABARE-BRS, Australian Crop Report, September 2010, page 16 
8  PGA Western Graingrowers, Submission to the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs Transport Committee, 

April 2008, page 4.  
9  Ibid.  
10  Australian Natural Resources Atlas, Agriculture – Grains Industry – Australia, November 2007.  
11  CBH Notification N93439, supporting submission, page 6. 
12  Information provided to the ACCC by the Department of Agriculture and Food WA based on Australian 

Bureau of Statistics data.   
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The Western Australian grain supply chain  

2.14. The Western Australian grain supply chain comprised the following components:13 

 Production – growers produce grain on medium to large scale farms. 

 Transport from farm gate to silo – growers arrange for road transport between 
the farm gate and country storage and handling facilities (Receival Points). 

 Sale/acquisition of grain to marketer – growers choose from a range of options 
for selling their grain.  Marketers acquire grain at Receival Points. 

 Trading and accumulation – grain is traded and accumulated in a secondary 
market. 

 Country storage and handling – grain is unloaded at Receival Points where it 
is sampled, analysed, weighed, graded, stored and fumigated. 

 Bulk freight – marketers and CBH contract with rail and road providers to 
transport grain from the Receival Point to the port or container loading 
facilities for export or the domestic market, as instructed by marketers.  

 Port storage and handling – bulk grain is stored for export at four major port 
terminals (discussed in further detail below). 

 Container loading and handling – grain may be loaded into containers for 
export or shipment to the domestic market. 

 Export marketing – marketers contract with overseas grain buyers and arrange 
for shipping of bulk or container grain to the required foreign ports.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
13  CBH Notification N93439, supporting submission, page 11. 
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2.15. Below is a diagrammatical representation of the bulk grain supply chain.14 

 

2.16. The Western Australian grain belt is roughly divided into four distinct zones 
(Kwinana, Albany, Geraldton and Esperance), each served by a port.  In general, 
grain harvested in each zone will be exported through the corresponding port.15  The 
capacity of each port and the annual approximate average volume of grain exported 
through each port is outlined in Table 4.1.16  

Table 4.1 Total storage capacity and approximate average annual export volume for 
Western Australia grain ports  

    
Port Total storage capacity 

(tonnes) 
Average Annual 

Grain Export 
Volume (tonnes) 

Kwinana 1,013,900 6,000,000 
Geraldton 1,066,600 2,000,000 

Albany 474,000 2,000,000 
Esperance 826,000 1,500,000 

 

Changes to wheat marketing legislation  

2.17. Prior to deregulation of bulk wheat exports, marketing of bulk wheat from Australia 
was managed through a ‘single desk’ operated by the Australian Wheat Board’s 
(AWB) subsidiary AWB International (AWBI). 

                                            
14  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 254 
15  CBH Notification application N93439, supporting submission Appendix 1, Synergies Economic 

Consulting, Benefits of Grain Express, May 2008, page 13. 
16  Compiled by the ACCC from CBH Notification N93439, Supporting Submission Appendix 1, Synergies 

Economic Consulting, Benefits of Grain Express, May 2008, page 13 & Single Vision Grains Australia, 
Transport Infrastructure Issues Paper One, January 2007, page 26. 
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2.18. On 1 July 2008 the Wheat Export Marketing Act 2008 (the Wheat Act) was enacted 
which lead to significant changes in the way in which bulk wheat is exported from 
Australia.  In particular, the Wheat Act resulted in the dismantling of the single desk. 

2.19. In order to export bulk wheat, an exporter must now be accredited by Wheat Exports 
Australia (WEA). There are currently approximately 29 accredited wheat exporters, 
23 of which operate in Western Australia.  

2.20. It was in the context of this increase in the number of export wheat marketers that 
CBH lodged the current notification. CBH argued that following deregulation of 
bulk wheat exports, and the increase in the number of export wheat marketers, 
central and efficient coordination of the grain supply chain was urgently required. 

2.21. Non-bulk wheat, which is stored in bags or containers, has not been regulated, other 
than meeting quarantine and Customs requirements and was not controlled by AWB. 
In 2008/09 approximately 2.4 million tonnes of non-bulk wheat was exported from 
Australia, representing 16 per cent of total wheat exports.17  

2.22. Similarly, exporting of other types of grain (i.e. non-wheat) was not subject to  
regulation.  

Access Undertaking 

2.23. The Wheat Act also requires that from 1 October 2009, accredited exporters that 
operate bulk grain terminals (such as CBH) must publish terms and conditions for 
access to its port terminal by other accredited wheat exporters. These exporters must 
enter into an access undertaking under Part IIIA of the Act agreeing to provide 
access to the port terminal to accredited wheat exporters. The undertaking must be 
approved by the ACCC.  

2.24. On 29 September 2009 the ACCC accepted a grain port terminal access undertaking 
from CBH in relation to its Albany, Esperance, Kwinana and Geraldton port 
terminals.  This undertaking runs until 30 September 2011. 

2.25. The undertaking includes, amongst other things, an obligation that CBH not 
discriminate or hinder access to its port terminal services from other accredited 
wheat exporters. 

2.26. Under its undertaking, CBH is required to offer export outloading services at ports to 
exporters at the same price regardless of whether the grain is delivered via Grain 
Express or direct to port.  

2.27. CBH’s access undertaking provides that in the event of a dispute exporters can seek 
mediation or binding arbitration on price and non-price terms of access to CBH’s 
port terminal services. To date the ACCC has not been notified of any disputes on 
fees for port terminal services for arbitration under the CBH undertaking. 

                                            
17  Wheat Exports Australia, Report for Growers: 2008/09, page 28 
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2.28. CBH’s access undertaking expires on 30 September 2011 and is expected to lodge a 
new undertaking for the ACCC’s consideration in the near future. 

Mechanics of the notified conduct – movement of wheat and other grains to port 

2.29. Under Grain Express, CBH offers a bundle of grain receival, storage and handling 
services to growers and marketers on the condition that CBH will arrange for 
haulage of that grain to the point where it is outturned from CBH’s custody. 
Growers and marketers were initially able to outturn grain from CBH’s custody at 15 
sites (referred to as Destination Sites).  CBH, in its initial submission in support of 
the notification submitted that the 15 Destination Sites were chosen on the basis of 
historic and likely grain volumes. 

2.30. CBH, by letter dated 13 October 2009, confirmed that it had reduced the number of 
Destination Sites from 15 to 5 – the four ports and its Metro Grain Centre.  CBH 
submitted that the decision to reduce the number of Destination Sites was due to the 
lack of demand with less than 1% of nominations for Destination Sites other than the 
four ports or the Metro Grain Centre. 

2.31. A comparison of the Grain Express system and how wheat and other grains 
previously moved through the Western Australian supply chain is provided below:  

 Under previous arrangements, a grower delivered grain to one of CBH’s 193 
Receival Points.  Under Grain Express, each grower is still responsible for 
transporting grain to a Receival Point. 

 Under previous arrangements, in most cases growers nominated an acquirer of 
their grain at the Receival Point, usually a marketer.  Under Grain Express, 
growers electronically nominate their chosen acquirer and the Destination Site 
(usually a port) where the acquirer will outturn the grain.  

 Under previous arrangements, acquirers of grain could have grain outturned at 
any of the 193 Receival Points where grain can be delivered.  Under Grain 
Express, the acquirer of the grain can only have their grain entitlements 
outturned at any one of the 5 Destination Sites.  

 Growers are still able to outturn grain from the Receival Point where it has 
been warehoused. That is, a grower can elect to warehouse grain and not 
nominate an acquirer of the grain. Outturn of grain by a grower from a 
receival point is subject to an $8.50 per tonne outturn fee and a range of other 
conditions and potential charges as summarised at paragraph 2.41. 

 Previously, the acquirer of the grain arranged for its transport from the 
Receival Point to its destination, be that to port for export or to a mill for 
domestic processing. Under Grain Express, CBH negotiates agreements to 
acquire bulk grain haulage services from the current rail transport operator in 
Western Australia, the Australian Railroad Group (ARG), and road haulage 
carriers.  CBH uses the road or rail freight services it acquires to move grain in 
its system between the Receival Point and, depending on the requirements of 
the owner of the grain, one of the 5 Destination Sites.  
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 Under previous arrangements, marketers quoted prices payable to growers on 
a port basis and would generally deduct freight charges from the grower’s 
grain payments.18 Under Grain Express, once a grower has nominated a 
marketing option, CBH arranges transport to the nominated Destination Site 
and invoices the grower for its service to that point.  The marketer is charged 
storage and handling fees for the grain in relation to the Destination Site where 
it is outturned.  

 Under Grain Express the marketer nominates a vessel and advises CBH that it 
intends to outturn an amount of grain onto a vessel at the nominated 
Destination Site. CBH checks that the marketer has entitlement to that quantity 
of grain in CBH’s system and CBH outturns the grain onto the vessel and the 
marketer pays CBH for its part of CBH’s services. 

2.32. Under this system it is growers that acquire transportation services from receival 
points to destination sites from CBH. Marketers acquire grain entitlements at the 
destination site. 

2.33. As noted, growers are still able to outturn grain from the Receival Point where it has 
been warehoused. That is, a grower can elect to warehouse grain and not nominate 
an acquirer of the grain. For example, a grower may intend to sell their grain 
domestically or have it packed into a container for export. In these instances one 
option open to the grower would be to warehouse the grain at CBH’s up-country 
storage facilities and then organise for the grain to be transported outside the CBH 
system.  

2.34. Growers could also elect to warehouse grain that was intended to be exported in bulk 
and negotiate an arrangement for sale of the grain outside the CBH system. In this 
case the grower/acquirer would be responsible for transporting the grain to port 
outside of the CBH system.  

2.35. CBH describes the process by which grain can be warehoused with it and outturned 
as follows. 

“A grower may outturn warehoused grain from CBH storage by arrangement 
with CBH. When a grower makes such a request and asks for grain to be 
outturned at a particular non-destination site, CBH must assess and respond to 
the request on a case by case basis. In most cases the request is accommodated 
but in some cases, warehoused grain may have already been moved away from the 
receival site. In any event, the grain outturned is likely not to be the same grain 
and is not guaranteed to be the same grain. 

This is because of the limited storage capacity of receival sites. In order to keep a 
particular storage facility “open” and eligible to receive further grain during the 
harvest period, CBH may move grain away from a site notwithstanding the fact 
that the grower that delivered the grain has not yet nominated an acquirer. If that 

                                            
18  Prior to deregulation parties other than AWBI could seek the WEA’s consent to export non-bulk wheat (in 

bags and containers).  However, wheat exports other than through AWBI made up only a small percentage 
of Australia’s total wheat exports. 
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has occurred and CBH does not have grain of the correct grade remaining at the 
site, CBH may offer to outturn the grain at an alternative site. It should be 
remembered that the CBH system is essentially a facilitator of the exporting of 
grain (between 90 and 95% of all grain is exported). Any differential in freight 
between the two locations will be adjusted according to CBH freight costs. 

CBH does not impose any restriction upon the choice of transporter of any person 
moving grain outside the CBH system. Similarly, CBH does not, and would not, 
refuse a reasonable request of any entity with an entitlement to outturn grain at a 
particular site, even if it knew that a person was intending to load that grain on to 
independently arranged transport in order for it to be taken to a port or any other 
destination. 

However, CBH will not be responsible for the logistical coordination of people 
who wish to arrange their own transport.” 19 

2.36. CBH described the specific process by which grain would be outturned where a 
grower had made an arrangement with a marketer or acquirer outside of the Grain 
Express system as follows.  

2.37. The grower would need to: 

(i) deliver grain into CBH storage at a receival site 

(ii) elect to warehouse that grain (and not nominate an acquirer for the relevant 
grain) 

(iii) contact CBH to arrange for the grain to be outturned 

(iv) pay the grower outturn fee (currently $8.50) 

(v) from 1 October 2011 onwards, pay a storage fee 

(vi) obtain samples of the grain to be outturned and pay the relevant fee for 
sampling 

(vii) provide the samples to a marketer for provision to CBH 

(viii) make arrangements for the marketer to make transport available which 
matched the grower's outturn arrangement 

(ix) accept liability for the marketer's transporter failing to meet those 
arrangements.20 

2.38. The ACCC understands that to date no grower has exercised the option of 
warehousing grain with CBH and then outturning it and transporting it, or arranging 
with an acquirer for the acquirer to transport it, directly to port. 

                                            
19  CBH submission, 23 September 2010, page 3. 
20  CBH submission, 23 September 2010, page 4. 
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ACCC’s 2008 Assessment 

2.39. CBH lodged the notification in June 2008, three weeks prior to deregulation of bulk 
wheat exports.  

2.40. The ACCC undertook a comprehensive public consultation process when the 
notification was lodged in 2008, seeking submissions from over 130 industry 
participants. At that time there was widespread support in the industry for the 
proposed arrangements particularly in light of uncertainty about the market 
environment post the imminent deregulation of the industry. 

2.41. Many saw the Grain Express system, including the notified tying arrangement, as 
providing certainty and stability around the arrangements that would prevail post 
deregulation. However, consideration of the merits of the arrangements at that point 
was necessarily somewhat speculative given the uncertainty about the environment 
in which the industry would be operating, and how the industry would evolve, post 
deregulation. 

2.42. On the basis of the information before it in considering the notification in 2008 the 
ACCC considered there were likely to be efficiency benefits as a result of the 
notified arrangement. In particular, the ACCC considered that the arrangement 
would facilitate central coordination of grain storage, handling and transportation 
allowing grain to be transported in a more efficient manner. 

2.43. The ACCC was not satisfied at that time that the notified conduct had the purpose, 
effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition for the following 
reasons: 

 the proposed arrangement did not foreclose potential competitors to CBH from 
entering the market for grain receival, storage and handling, for example, by 
establishing competing storage, handling and transport services  

 growers and traders of grain are free to make their own arrangements in 
respect of the transportation of grain from the farm gate to end user point, or 
from a Destination Site to end user point (i.e. growers and marketers are free 
to bypass grain express entirely)  

 the proposed arrangement may stimulate competition in the market for the 
relevant CBH transport contracts by providing greater certainty in respect of 
transport volumes making tendering for these services a more commercially 
attractive proposition for some suppliers 

 acquirers and marketers of grain will continue to be able to take advantage of 
niche marketing opportunities as CBH’s co-mingling arrangements do not 
differ markedly from those previously in place and 

 CBH’s amended Ring Fencing Policy provides an adequate framework to limit 
the potential for information obtained by CBH to be transferred to and used 
anti-competitively by CBH’s trading subsidiaries.  
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2.44. Therefore, the ACCC did not object to the notification. 

The operation of Grain Express – congestion during the 2008/09 harvest 

2.45. In the first season of operating under the new system (2008/09) and at the 
commencement of the second season a number of parties expressed concern to the 
ACCC about congestion problems in the CBH system during the first harvest, 
consequent delays in loading grain vessels at CBH export terminals and 
consequential demurrage and surge costs incurred. Some parties argued that these 
problems could have been avoided if they were allowed to organise their own 
transport to port outside of Grain Express. 

2.46. ACCC sought CBH’s view about the factors that had caused these congestion 
problems including the contribution of the notified arrangement to the congestion. 

2.47. CBH noted that the 2008/09 harvest was the first season of liberalisation of wheat 
exports from Australia and argued that congestion in the system during the 2008/09 
harvest was as a result of: 

 an increase in the number of exporters due to the removal of the single desk 

 a larger than normal grain harvest 

 a later than usual grain harvest 

 under performance of rail infrastructure 

 a flood of shipping nominations for the same shipment period. 

2.48. CBH argued that Grain Express had reduced the effect of these factors by enabling 
the movement of grain from country storage to port to occur in a coordinated 
fashion. CBH argued that but for Grain Express congestion may have been endemic 
throughout the supply chain. 

2.49. CBH also advised of changes to its arrangements which it considered would reduce 
potential congestion problems in future seasons. 

ACCC review of the notification 

2.50. The ACCC considered the concerns raised by interested parties about congestion in 
the CBH system during the first harvest post deregulation, and CBH’s contention 
that: 

 congestion was primarily caused by factors external to the notified tying 
arrangement  

 congestion problems were unlikely to persist in subsequent years as all parties 
better came to grips with operating in the changed environment post 
deregulation, and  
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 modifications were being made to the broader Grain Express system to ensure 
this was the case (i.e. modifications to elements of the system other than the 
notified tying arrangement). 

2.51. Given the differing views about whether the notified arrangement had mitigated or 
exacerbated the congestion problems experienced during the 2008/09 harvest, and 
that the arrangement had only been operating for one season at that time, the ACCC 
decided not to review the notification at that time. Rather, the ACCC decided to 
observe the operation of the arrangement during the second harvest before deciding 
whether to review the notification.  

2.52. Given that ongoing concerns were being raised about the notified arrangement 
during the second harvest season the ACCC commenced a review of the notification 
in June 2010 at the completion of the second harvest season. 

2.53. Below is a chronology of the ACCC’s assessment of the notification. 

DATE ACTION 

11 June 2008 Notification N93439 lodged with the ACCC. 

June – August 2008 ACCC public consultation process. 

8 September 2008 Decision issued allowing the notification to stand. 

23 April 2009 ACCC requests information from CBH about the 
operation of the arrangement since the ACCC’s 
decision, noting concerns about congestion problems. 

14 May 2009 CBH response to ACCC request for information about 
the operation of the arrangement since the ACCC’s 
decision. 

August 2009 Submissions received by the ACCC raising concerns 
with the operation of the notified arrangement. 

17 September 2009 ACCC requests information from CBH about the 
concerns raised in August 2009. 

13 October 2009 CBH response to ACCC request for information. 

December 2009 ACCC decides to observe the operation of the 
arrangement during the second harvest before deciding 
whether to review the notification. 
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18 June 2010 Given ongoing concerns about the notified arrangement 
the ACCC commences a review of the notification  

Public consultation process begins.  

15 July 2010 Closing date for submissions from interested parties in 
relation to the review.   

The ACCC continued to receive submissions from 
interested parties and CBH well after the closing date for 
submissions.   

22 September 2010 ACCC requests further information from CBH about the 
notified arrangement. 

23 September 2010 CBH provides a further submission to the ACCC. 

8 October 2010 CBH responds to the ACCC’s information request of 22 
September 2010 and provides a consultants report about 
the competition effects of the notified arrangement. 

21 October 2010 Submission provided by CBH in response to interested 
party submissions. 

6 December 2010 Draft Notice to revoke the notification issued. 
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3. Statutory test 

3.1. Section 47(1) of the Act provides that a corporation shall not engage in the practice 
of exclusive dealing. The practice of exclusive dealing includes: 

 supplying, or offering to supply, goods or services, including the supply at a 
particular price, or the giving of a discount, allowance, rebate or credit, on 
condition that the purchaser will not acquire or resupply goods or services 
from a competitor of the supplier, where the supplier’s conduct has the 
purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition (s 47(2));  

 refusing to supply goods or services, including the supply at a particular price, 
or the giving of a discount, allowance, rebate or credit, for the reason that the 
person has acquired or resupplied, or agreed not to acquire or resupply, goods 
or services from a competitor of the supplier, where the supplier’s conduct has 
the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition 
(s47(3)); 

 acquiring, or offering to acquire, goods or services, including an acquisition at 
a particular price, on condition that the supplier will not supply, or will limit 
the supply of, goods and services to a competitor of the acquirer, where the 
acquirer’s conduct has the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially 
lessening competition (s 47(4)); and 

 refusing to acquire goods or services, including an acquisition at a particular 
price, for the reason the supplier has supplied or has not agreed to not supply 
goods and services to a competitor of the purchaser, where the purchaser’s 
conduct has the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening 
competition (s 47(5)). 

3.2. Section 93 of the Act provides that a corporation that engages or proposes to engage 
in conduct of a kind referred to in sections 47(2), (3), (4) and (5), amongst others, 
may give to the ACCC notice, in the form prescribed, setting out particulars of the 
conduct or proposed conduct. The effect of lodging such a notification is to afford 
statutory protection to the corporation for engaging in the said conduct from legal 
proceedings under the Act. 

3.3. Under section 93(3), if a corporation has notified the ACCC of conduct or proposed 
conduct of the kind described in section 47 and the ACCC is satisfied that the 
conduct or proposed conduct has the purpose or has or is likely to have the effect of 
substantially lessening competition within the meaning of section 47 and in all the 
circumstances: 

 the conduct has not resulted or is not likely to result in a benefit to the public 
or 
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 any benefit to the public that has resulted or is likely to result from the conduct 
would not outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any lessening of 
competition that has resulted or is likely to result from the conduct, 

the ACCC may at any time give a notice in writing stating that it is so satisfied and 
setting out its reasons in this respect. The effect of giving such a notice is to revoke 
the statutory protection afforded by lodging the notification. 

3.4. Before revoking the statutory protection obtained by a notification, the ACCC must 
issue a draft notice of its intention (section 93A(1)) and give the applicant and 
interested parties the opportunity to respond and to call a conference 
(section 93A(2)) in relation to the draft notice. 
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4. Submissions 

4.1. In its original review of the Grain Express notification the ACCC invited 
submissions from approximately 130 potentially interested parties including grain 
marketers, government, grower groups and transport providers. 

4.2. In response to the original review the ACCC received 26 public submissions.  Since 
that time the ACCC has received considerable correspondence from both interested 
parties raising concerns about the notified arrangement and CBH, in large part, 
responding to those concerns. 

4.3. The ACCC sought further submissions from interested parties in relation to the 
current review of the Grain Express notification and received nearly 45 public 
submissions in response.  The ACCC also had regard to submissions made to the 
Productivity Commission’s inquiry into Australia’s Wheat Export Marketing 
Arrangements, as well as the transcripts of public hearings held by the Productivity 
Commission during its inquiry.   

4.4. Below is a list of public submissions the ACCC received specifically in response to 
the current review of the notification that either supported, or expressed conditional 
support for the arrangement: 

 AD & SE Duncan  
 A.K & F.M Cook  
 Andrew Crook  
 Andrew Fowler  
 Ash & Jo Wiese (Yarranabee Holdings Pty Ltd) 
 Bill Gordon 
 Brian Ayers  
 Department of Transport (WA) 
 Doug & Roma Parker  
 Elserae Agriculture  
 Gary Cosgrove  
 Ian Lane  
 James McGowan  
 John Hassell  
 John Richardson  
 John Robinson 
 Lyndon Mickel (South East Wheat Growers’ Association)  
 Mark Biven  
 Minister for Transport (WA)  
 Neil & Mary Wandel  
 P & PD Guerini & Sons  
 P.A & D.J Husbands  
 Ray Harrington  
 R.H & D.G Tuckwell & Sons 
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 Roger & Annabelle House  
 R.S Jenzen Co. 
 S.R & MA Crosby  
 Ted and Jenny Altham  
 Thomas & Donna Lynch  
 Trevor Badger  
 Western Australia Farmers Federation Inc 
 Western Australian Local Government Association 
 W.A. Newman  
 WestNet Rail  
 Wong Wong Pastoral Co (Kim & Louise House) 

 
4.5. The ACCC received public submissions opposing the arrangement from the 

following interested parties: 

 AWB Pty Ltd  
 Elders Toepfer Grain   
 Glencore Grain Pty Ltd  
 Kim Halbert  
 Kim Packer  
 Pastoralists & Graziers Association of WA & the Western Grain Growers 
 W.A. Grain Group (Inc)  

 
4.6. GrainCorp Operations Ltd also provided a submission which, while commenting on 

the arrangement, neither expressed support nor opposition to the arrangement. 

4.7. A number of submissions were also received that were excluded from the public 
register at the request of the party making the submission. 

4.8. The ACCC notes that many comments made by interested parties, both supportive of 
and objecting to the arrangement, were in fact comments on elements of CBH’s 
arrangements that fall outside the scope of the notified conduct. This is discussed 
further in the ACCC’s assessment of the notified tying arrangement at paragraphs 
5.11 to 5.23.  

4.9. More generally, the comments made by interested parties in relation to the 
notification, are summarised in the ACCC’s assessment of the arrangement. Copies 
of all public submissions received by the ACCC are available on the public register. 
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5. ACCC Assessment 

5.1. In examining the benefits and detriments flowing from the notified conduct, the 
ACCC has considered all of the information provided by both the Applicant and 
interested parties. 

The notified tying arrangement 

5.2. The notified conduct involves CBH supplying storage and handling services on 
condition that growers or marketers acquire: 

i) supply chain coordination services from CBH and 
 

ii) to the extent that grain remains in CBH’s custody, that they only acquire 
transport services from CBH (through its nominated carrier). 

 
5.3. As discussed at paragraphs 2.35 to 2.38 in theory growers are able to warehouse 

grain with CBH and then outturn it from CBH’s custody. Doing so would enable 
growers to make their own arrangements to transport grain to port. However, the 
way CBH’s arrangements are structured means that the process for outturning grain 
involves a number of significant costs and risks for growers. 

5.4. An important practical consideration in organising transport outside the CBH system 
is the $8.50 fee growers are required to pay to outturn grain from CBH’s custody. 
Growers do not incur this fee if they use transport supplied by CBH to move their 
grain to port. Interested parties have argued that this fee makes it uneconomical to 
remove grain from CBH’s custody. This issue is discussed further at paragraphs 
5.157 to 5.178. 

5.5. In addition to the $8.50 outturn fee other difficulties in outturning grain from CBH’s 
custody include: 

 If a grower chooses not to use the CBH system to move grain to port they are 
responsible not only for the transportation of the grain but also for negotiating 
arrangements for the sale of the grain outside of the CBH system.   

 CBH maintains discretion about where it will outturn grain from and where 
grain is not outturned from the same site at which it was received the grower is 
responsible for the freight costs incurred by CBH in moving the grain from the 
receival site to the site at which it is actually outturned. This is assessed by 
CBH on a case by case basis in response to requests to outturn grain such that 
the grower is not aware whether they will incur this cost, and if so, what the 
cost will be, until they request outturn of their grain. 

 Similarly, in organising transport for the grain the grower can not guarantee 
where the grain will be available to be picked up from until the request for 
outturn is made. 
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 Growers must comply with other logistical requirements as summarised at 
paragraph 2.37 including obtaining samples of the grain and paying the 
relevant sampling fee. 

5.6. These practical difficulties in outturning grain from CBH’s custody are reflected in 
CBH’s assertions that the relevant counterfactual (discussed at paragraphs 5.35 to 
5.56), that is, the situation that would prevail without the notification, is a system in 
which each marketer would arrange and procure transport between CBH receival 
sites and ports. This indicates that, in CBH’s view, the notified arrangements hinder 
transportation to port of grain stored with CBH being organised outside the CBH 
system. 

5.7. Similarly, users of the CBH system that commented on this issue did so on the basis 
that once grain is stored with CBH it is effectively locked into CBH’s system.  

5.8. Therefore, while in theory growers are able to make their own transport 
arrangements by removing their grain from CBH’s custody, CBH and interested 
parties appear to accept that doing so is, in practice, very difficult such that once 
grain is stored with CBH it is effectively locked into the system. 

5.9. Despite significant dissatisfaction from some parties with the way the CBH system 
operates the ACCC is not aware of any instances of grain being outturned and 
transported to port directly. CBH has stated that during the 2009/10 harvest no grain 
was delivered to port outside of the CBH system. 

5.10. Accordingly, in assessing the notified arrangements the ACCC has adopted the same 
approach as CBH and interested parties have in commenting on the arrangements. 
That is, the practical effect of the notified conduct, having regard to CBH’s 
arrangements for outturning grain, is that once bulk grain that is intended to be 
exported from a port operated by CBH is stored at a CBH receival site it is, in effect, 
locked into the CBH system with CBH organising the transportation of the grain to 
port.  

The scope of the ACCC’s review of the notification 

5.11. A number of parties who provided submissions about the notified arrangement 
raised issues, both with the Grain Express system, and with CBH’s conduct more 
generally, that fall outside the scope of the notified conduct. 

5.12. In particular, a number of submissions expressed support for CBH offering a 
bundled storage, handling and transport service. In contrast, some submissions 
expressed concerns about the way CBH offers these services.  

5.13. In undertaking its assessment of the notification the ACCC is not reviewing the 
operation of CBH’s bundled coordinated storage, handling and transport services per 
se. Rather, the ACCC is reviewing the notified conduct, i.e. the tying arrangement 
whereby CBH requires parties that use its storage and handling services to also use 
CBH’s transport services. 
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5.14. Absent this tying arrangement CBH would be free to continue to offer growers and 
marketers a bundled storage, handling and transport service as long as CBH did not 
set the relative prices of its bundled and stand alone services in a manner that had the 
purpose of preventing or hindering other suppliers of transport services from 
competing with it. 

5.15. However, absent the notified arrangement, growers and marketers would also be free 
to acquire storage and handling services from CBH while making their own 
alternative transport arrangements if they wished.  

5.16. Accordingly, CBH’s notified conduct is forcing growers who use CBH’s storage and 
handling facilities to also acquire transport services from CBH and thereby denying 
them the option of organising their own transport. This conduct, its effect on 
competition and the public benefits and detriments generated by it  is the subject of 
the ACCC’s review. 

5.17. The effect on competition, and the public benefits and detriments of CBH’s conduct 
absent the notified arrangement, such as continuing to offer bundled storage, 
handling and transport services and the effect on competition and the public benefits 
and detriments generated by this conduct does not form part of the ACCC’s review 
of the notification. 

5.18. This issue is discussed in greater detail in the ACCC’s assessment of the relevant 
counterfactual against which to consider the notified arrangement at paragraphs 5.46 
to 5.56. 

5.19. A number of interested parties have also raised concerns about other elements of 
CBH’s operations that are not directly related to the notified conduct. For example, 
concerns have been raised about the terms and conditions of access to CBH’s port 
terminal facilities and CBH’s shipping capacity allocation rules (auction rules) for 
allocating shipping capacity at CBH’s ports.  

5.20. As discussed at paragraphs 2.23 to 2.28 CBH is required to have arrangements 
accepted by the ACCC for other wheat exporters to use their port terminals. CBH 
has an existing access undertaking accepted by the ACCC in 2009 that runs until    
30 September 2011. This access undertaking requires among other things, that CBH 
cannot discriminate or hinder access in providing port terminal services. 
Specifically, under this access undertaking CBH is required to offer export 
outloading services at ports at the same price regardless of whether the exporter uses 
Grain Express or accesses the port directly.  

5.21. CBH’s access undertaking provides that in the event of a dispute exporters can seek 
mediation or binding arbitration on price and non-price terms of access to CBH’s 
port terminal services. To date the ACCC has not been notified of any disputes on 
fees for port terminal services for arbitration under the CBH undertaking.  

5.22. CBH has also confirmed that as a result of its undertaking it will offer export 
outloading services at the same price to exporters, regardless of whether they use 
Grain Express or access the port directly.  
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5.23. These arrangements do not form part of the conduct notified by CBH and 
accordingly the ACCC is not considering these issues as part of its review of the 
notification. However, the extent to which the notified conduct impacts on these 
arrangements is relevant to the ACCC’s consideration of the notification. For 
example, as noted at paragraphs 5.113 to 5.122, some interested parties have 
submitted that the notified conduct may have contributed to congestion in the Grain 
Express system, leading to delays in loading vessels at CBH ports, causing exporters 
to incur demurrage costs and surge charges. This issue is discussed below in the 
ACCC’s assessment of the notified conduct. 

The relevant markets 

5.24. Defining the markets affected by the arrangements which have been notified assists 
in assessing the effect on competition and the public benefits and detriment flowing 
from the arrangements.  However, depending on the circumstances, the ACCC may 
not need to comprehensively define the relevant markets as it may be apparent that a 
net public benefit will or will not arise regardless of this definition. 

Submissions 
 
5.25. In its original submission in support of the notification CBH submitted that the 

relevant markets affected by the notified arrangement were the: 

 markets for the supply of country grain receival, storage and handling services 
in Western Australia, or alternatively, in each of the four port zones in 
Western Australia 

 markets for the supply of bulk grain road haulage services in Western 
Australia, or alternatively, in each of the four port zones in Western Australia 

 markets for the supply of bulk grain rail haulage services in Western Australia, 
or alternatively, in each of the four port zones in Western Australia and 

 grain trading markets, which may include: 

(a) a market in Western Australia for the acquisition and supply of wheat, 
and 

(b) the market in Western Australia for the acquisition and supply of 
coarse grains. 

5.26. As part of the current review of the notification CBH provided a report prepared for 
it by Frontier Economics (the Frontier Report). Frontier argues that there are strong 
complementarities in demand and supply between the activities of up-country 
storage and handling and organising and providing the transport of grain from the 
up-country facilities to the port. Frontier submits that if there are strong 
complementarities of demand and supply that make it efficient for activities to be 
undertaken within a single enterprise, these activities should be analysed within a 
single market.  
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5.27. Frontier also argues that the activity of organising and providing the transport of 
grain between the up-country facility and the port is not the same as the activity of 
providing road or rail services.  

5.28. Frontier submits that, with regard to the geographical scope of the relevant markets, 
it is appropriate to consider the effects on competition of the notification within the 
context of state-wide markets as the ACCC did in its original decision about the 
notification. Frontier argues that it is appropriate to consider state wide markets both 
because the principal operators in the relevant markets undertake co-ordinated 
operations throughout the state and because, although the strength of competitive 
pressure in all the relevant activities will vary by location, the principles that 
underlie the analysis of entry, exit and patterns of competition are common 
throughout the state.  

ACCC view 
 
5.29. In its original decision about the notification the ACCC considered the relevant 

markets from a whole of Western Australia perspective, as opposed to analysing 
each individual port zone. The ACCC identified the following areas of competition 
as potentially being affected by the notified conduct: 

 the market for grain receival, storage and handling services in Western 
Australia 

 the market for grain transport in Western Australia 

 the market for grain trading in Western Australia. 

5.30. With respect to the market for grain transport in Western Australia the ACCC 
considered that, as well as the markets for road and rail grain haulage services, inter-
modal competition between road and rail is a significant factor influencing the 
overall market for grain transport in Western Australia. 

5.31. For the purpose of this decision the ACCC considers that the relevant areas of 
competition affected by the notified conduct are those identified in its original 
decision.  

5.32. The ACCC considers that there is a market for grain transport in Western Australia 
that is separate and distinct from the broader markets for road and rail transport 
services in Western Australia.  On the supply side, the ACCC notes that there are 
assets and asset configurations that are mostly specific to the transportation of 
grain21 as opposed to many other agricultural and mining commodities in Western 
Australia (e.g. livestock, iron ore). Similarly, on the demand side, users require 
transportation services that are specifically configured to the transportation of grain.   

5.33. As discussed below in the ACCC’s consideration of the relevant counterfactual 
against which to assess the notified arrangement, absent the notified arrangement 

                                            
21  The ACCC notes that, in the case of road transport, assets that are used to transport grain are sometimes 

used on backhaul runs to transport fertiliser 
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CBH would be likely to continue to offer a bundled storage, handling and transport 
service. The ACCC has also been provided with information during its review of the 
notification highlighting that some growers and marketers are exploring options for 
by-passing Grain Express entirely and making their own arrangements both for up-
country storage and handling and for transportation of grain to port. 

5.34. In assessing the notified arrangement the ACCC has also considered the effect of the 
notified arrangement on the ability for other parties to offer a competing bundled 
storage, handling and transport service. 

The counterfactual 

5.35. The ACCC applies the ‘future with-and-without test’ established by the Tribunal to 
identify whether the notified conduct has the purpose, effect or likely effect of 
substantially lessening competition and to identify and weigh the public benefit and 
public detriment generated by notified conduct.22   

5.36. Under this test, the ACCC compares the public benefit and anti-competitive 
detriment generated by the notified arrangement in the future if the notification is 
allowed to stand with those generated if the notification is revoked.  This requires 
the ACCC to predict how the relevant markets will react if the notification is 
revoked. This prediction is referred to as the ‘counterfactual’. 

Submissions 
 
5.37. CBH submits that Grain Express was and is the only concrete proposal for supply 

chain coordination in Western Australia and CBH is the most appropriate supply 
chain participant to perform the role. CBH argues that it is the only participant with 
a complete information picture of the supply chain and the only participant with the 
capability and experience to perform the coordination role. For this reason, CBH 
argues that the relevant counterfactual is a system in which: 

 each marketer would arrange and procure transport between CBH sites 
(primarily between the receival site and the appropriate port) 

 marketers would each issue instructions for CBH to remove grain from bulk 
storage, load that grain onto transport and then make arrangements for CBH to 
sample, receive, store and outturn the grain onto vessels 

 those instructions would be incapable of taking into account the capacity and 
efficient operation of the relevant infrastructure. 

5.38. As noted, CBH also provided a report about the competition effects of the notified 
conduct prepared for it by Frontier Economics. In that report Frontier submits that 

                                            
22  Australian Performing Rights Association (1999) ATPR 41-701 at 42,936.  See also for example: 

Australian Association of Pathology Practices Incorporated (2004) ATPR 41-985 at 48,556; Re Media 
Council of Australia (No.2) (1987) ATPR 40-774 at 48,419. 
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the relevant counterfactual is essentially the opposite of that which CBH itself 
submits. 

5.39. Specifically, Frontier argues that absent the notified tying arrangement CBH would 
achieve the same effect, that is, growers and marketers would continue to acquire 
storage, handling and transport services as a bundle, by changing its pricing 
practices. 

5.40. Frontier submits that, at least to some extent, the prices charged by CBH are 
currently uniform across different storage and handling facilities. However, Frontier 
argues, absent the notified arrangement, that is faced with potential competition at 
each level of the supply chain, CBH would be forced to offer terms and conditions, 
including price, separately for its up-country storage and transport services in 
addition to offering a bundled service. Frontier submits that the terms and 
conditions, including price, offered by CBH for up-country storage and transport 
supplied separately to each other would necessarily reflect potential competition 
from other transport providers to offer transport services on a stand alone basis. 

5.41. Frontier submits that rebalanced pricing by CBH absent the notified tying 
arrangement would continue to lead to a pattern of competition whereby storage, 
handling and transportation services were, in the vast majority of cases, provided in 
combination with each other. In particular, Frontier argues that if CBH was not able 
to require users of its up-country storage facilities to also use its transport services, 
CBH would price stand alone up-country storage and stand alone transport services 
having regard to potential stand alone competition at each level of the supply chain. 
However, CBH would also continue to offer a bundled service that was priced 
having regard to the economies of scope in providing the bundled services. That is, 
Frontier argues, CBH would set its prices for stand alone and bundled services to 
reflect the benefits of a single party co-ordinating storage, handling and 
transportation services. 

5.42. Frontier argues that this would be expected to make competition from an entrant 
who offered only storage and handling or only transportation services unprofitable.  

5.43. Frontier argues that, in that sense, the arrangement will be the same as would be the 
case under the Grain Express system in that competition will occur between 
enterprises that offer to undertake both the storage and handling activity and the 
transportation activity for any particular consignment of grain. Frontier concludes 
that this will give rise to the same market structure as would exist under the notified 
conduct.  

5.44. This argument, and the specific pricing practices Frontier submits that CBH would 
employ, is explored in greater detail in the ACCC’s consideration of the effect on 
competition of the notified arrangement at paragraph 5.107 to 5.112. 

5.45. Frontier notes that an alternative counterfactual would be for CBH to persist with its 
present prices when confronted by the threat of entry. Frontier notes that while this 
appears to be the counterfactual proposed by CBH it would be unlikely to eventuate 
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because it would not be rational for CBH to persist with its current pricing practices 
absent the notified arrangement. 

ACCC view 

5.46. CBH argues that absent the notified arrangement growers and marketers would 
organise their own transport services. In contrast, Frontier argues that growers and 
marketers would continue to acquire co-ordinated storage, handling and transport 
services. 

5.47. As noted, absent the notified arrangement CBH could continue to offer bundled 
storage, handling and transport services. However, without the notified arrangement 
CBH would not be able to force growers and marketers that use its up-country 
storage facilities to also acquire CBH’s transport services. Instead, growers and 
marketers would be free to choose whether to acquire a bundled storage, handling 
and supply chain service from CBH or to use CBH’s up-country storage facilities 
and organise their own transport. 

5.48. Frontier submits that the economies of scope in CBH offering a bundled service, 
reflected in the price at which it would offer that service, would mean a stand alone 
transport provider could not match the prices charged by CBH. However, this 
assumes that CBH and its potential competitors would have similar cost structures in 
supplying transport before taking into account economies of scope. 

5.49. This would not necessarily be the case, particularly where CBH is acquiring these 
services at aggregated levels whereas potential competitors would, absent CBH’s 
tying arrangement, be able to compete to supply transport services on particular 
routes, including more profitable routes. 

5.50. In this respect the ACCC notes that in South Australia Viterra Ltd (Viterra) provides 
up-country storage, transport, and port services. Viterra offers these services 
separately or as an integrated package and offers a bundling discount of 
approximately $2 per tonne for the integrated package.  Nonetheless, competing 
providers of stand alone transport are able to compete in this market and do so. This 
is discussed in greater detail at paragraphs 5.139 to 5.143. 

5.51. In the alternative, it may be, as Frontier submits, that in Western Australia the 
economies of scope in providing these services are likely to mean that most growers 
would continue to acquire these services as a bundle from CBH absent the 
requirement to do so. However, this does not mean that the state of competition in 
relevant markets would necessarily be the same with or without the notified conduct.  

5.52. As noted by Frontier, at least to some extent, the prices charged by CBH currently 
appear to be uniform across different storage and handling facilities. Although, the 
ACCC also notes CBH’s submission to the Productivity Commission inquiry into 
Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements that it is moving away from a flat pricing 
structure to one that better reflects the status and location of the site the grower 
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delivers to.23 The ACCC invites CBH and interested parties to provide further 
information in relation to this issue. 

5.53. Absent the notified arrangement, that is faced with potential competition at each 
level of the supply chain, CBH would be forced to offer terms and conditions, 
including price, separately for its up-country storage and transport services in 
addition to offering a bundled service. The terms and conditions, including price, 
offered by CBH for up-country storage and transport supplied separately to each 
other would necessarily reflect potential competition from other transport providers 
to offer transport services on a stand alone basis. 

5.54. As noted by Frontier, prices charged by CBH for bundled storage, handling and 
transport services would also likely change to reflect growers’ and marketers’ ability 
to separately acquire these services.  

5.55. Therefore, regardless of whether removing the forced tying arrangement results in 
significant actual entry by stand alone transport providers or just exposes CBH to the 
threat of entry the ACCC considers that a very different market environment would 
prevail absent the notified tying arrangement. 

5.56. The implications of this are discussed in detail in the ACCC’s consideration of the 
impact of the notified arrangement on competition, in particular at paragraphs 5.123 
to 5.156. 

Effect on competition 

5.57. Broadly, the ACCC considers that three areas of competition could potentially be 
affected by the notified arrangement: 

 the market for grain receival, storage and handling services in Western 
Australia  

 the market for grain transport in Western Australia 

 the market for grain trading in Western Australia 

5.58. The arrangement may also impact on competition to supply storage, handling and 
transport services as a bundled product as CBH currently does. 

Market for grain receival, storage and handling services in Western Australia 

5.59. The ACCC understands that CBH controls around 90 per cent of grain receival, 
storage and handling infrastructure in Western Australia.24  Further, approximately 
95 per cent of the Western Australian grain crop is exported through CBH’s port 

                                            
23  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 

277. 
24  CBH has grain storage capacity of 20 million tonnes and on farm storage capacity in Western Australia is 

estimated to be around 2 million tonnes. 
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facilities.25 Grain receival, storage and handling infrastructure that is not controlled 
by CBH is made up of small locally based private operators and on-farm storage.  

5.60. One component of the grain handling market is the containerisation of grain for 
export. The ACCC understands that around 5 per cent of grain in Western Australia 
is currently exported in containers with the remainder exported in bulk.26  

Submissions  
 
5.61. Frontier submits that CBH’s strong position in the market for up-country storage and 

handling facilities is a legacy of historical arrangements in Western Australia, and 
has not resulted from the introduction of the notified arrangement. Further, Frontier 
submits, it does not appear that the introduction of Grain Express has coincided with 
a reduction in alternative up-country storage and handling facilities.  

5.62. Frontier also argues that if CBH sought to use the notified arrangement to lock 
consumers into a less efficient supply chain option, or sought to set excessively high 
prices for its services, it is possible CBH may actually encourage competitive by-
pass of its storage and handling facilities.  

5.63. Frontier also submits that it is unlikely that Grain Express will influence competition 
in the market for receival, storage, handling and uploading of grain at port terminal 
facilities. Frontier argues that whether or not other providers of port terminal 
facilities would find it viable to establish port facilities is more likely to be a 
function of the economics of port terminal facilities themselves, rather than as a 
result of the bundling of up-country storage and handling with transportation 
services.  

5.64. AWB submits that since the commencement of Grain Express, Western Australian 
growers have invested more heavily in on-farm storage. AWB argues that these 
growers are seeking to establish an alternative pathway to market as a direct result of 
increased charges CBH has imposed on users of its system. Similarly, the WA 
Grains Group submits that growers are investing more heavily in on-farm storage in 
response to CBH fees and charges. 

5.65. CBH also provided examples of proposals by growers to develop their own storage 
facilities as an alternative to storing grain with CBH. 

5.66. The WA Department of Transport submits that there are no major impediments to 
growers storing grain on-farm. Rather, the incentives to use the services of a bulk 
handler are economic, convenience, and risk transfer. The WA Department of 
Transport also noted that individual farmers are expanding their off-farm storage by 
utilising a neighbour's storage. For example, one farm providing storage for a 
number of its neighbours. 

                                            
25  IBIS World Industry Report, Grain Storage in Australia: I6701, 18 October 2007, page 19. 
26  Information provided to the ACCC by the Department of Agriculture and Food WA based on Australian 

Bureau of Statistics data.  
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5.67. As noted at paragraphs 2.33 to 2.38, growers are still able to outturn grain from the 
CBH Receival Point where it has been warehoused. However, outturn of grain by a 
grower from a Receival Point is subject to an $8.50 per tonne outturn fee. 

5.68. Glencore, AWB, WAGG and Tamma Grains all raised concerns with the $8.50 per 
tonne outturn fee charged by CBH. Interested parties noted recent increases in this 
fee from $3.20 per tonne to $8.50 per tonne and argued that this fee makes it cost 
prohibitive to outturn grain stored with CBH. 

5.69. AWB argued that CBH does not apply this outturn charge to marketers who use 
CBH's container packing services. AWB argued that as a consequence alternative 
container packers could not compete with CBH on price and it was not economically 
viable for marketers to use independent container packers. AWB argues that this 
resulted in some well established East Coast service providers such as Professional 
Grain Service Pty Ltd (ABB as then it was), Adams Packing Pty Ltd and AWH Pty 
Ltd ceasing to operate in Western Australia. 

5.70. In announcing its restructured pricing for the 2009/10 harvest CBH stated that these 
changes were as a result of an extensive review of its costs of providing services 
undertaken in response to deregulation of bulk wheat exports. The details of CBH’s 
price changes are discussed below in the ACCC’s assessment of the notified 
arrangement.  

5.71. CBH also submits that there are differences between the process of loading grain 
onto CBH arranged transport and loading grain onto transport arranged by others. 
CBH argues that outturning grain domestically is likely to involve smaller volumes, 
and hence higher costs, than export outturn and will involve interacting with 
transporters that may not be familiar with CBH facilities or processes. 

5.72. CBH also argues that container packing grew during the period when the single desk 
was deregulated for containerised grain but maintained for bulk grain. CBH states 
that during this time, container packing enabled marketers to export wheat and 
favourable container freight rates encouraged a growth in container packing 
businesses. CBH also argues that during that period, CBH's low domestic outturn 
fee, which was below the cost of providing the relevant service, further encouraged 
the expansion of container packers, whose entire business model in Western 
Australia relied on double handling grain. CBH states that when the bulk market 
freight rate reverted to the normal level, and marketers could export wheat in bulk, 
the demand for exporting in containers from Western Australia plummeted. 

ACCC view 
 
5.73. As noted, CBH owns and operates the vast majority of up-country storage, handling 

and receival infrastructure in Western Australia.  

5.74. The Productivity Commission report into Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements 
(the PC Report) concluded that up-country storage facilities do not exhibit natural 
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monopoly characteristics.27 However, this does not mean CBH does not have market 
power in this market. 

5.75. CBH’s dominance of grain receival, storage and handling infrastructure in Western 
Australia is a result of a number of factors. Historically, CBH has been operating as 
a grower owned cooperative, supplying receival, storage and handling services to its 
grower members, who represent virtually the entire stock of grain in Western 
Australia, since 1933. CBH has been supplying these services in an environment 
where, prior to 2008, the export of bulk wheat, which makes up the majority of the 
Western Australian grain crop, was almost exclusively directed through a single 
desk. 

5.76. In assessing the reasons for the lack of competition in grain storage in Western 
Australia, the Western Australian Economic Regulation Authority’s (ERA) 2008 
Final Report on the Grain Marketing Act 2002 (WA) concluded that the lack of 
investment in grain infrastructure, other than CBH, was partially attributable to the 
regulated nature of the grains industry in Western Australia.28  In its original 
decision about the notification the ACCC considered that with the deregulation of 
wheat marketing there would be greater potential for competitors to CBH to enter 
the Western Australian market for grain receival, storage and handling. 

5.77. As noted above, there are some recent examples of investment in up-country storage 
facilities outside of the CBH network. The PC report also found that on-farm storage 
has increased in recent years, particularly on the east coast, but that there was less 
competition in grain storage in Western Australia than on the east coast.29 

5.78. CBH still dominates the grain receival, storage and handling market in Western 
Australia. As noted, growers have become accustomed to using CBH’s facilities 
over the last 75 years. In addition, CBH has all the necessary infrastructure in place 
to provide these services. While CBH has ongoing capital costs in maintaining and 
enhancing this infrastructure, competing suppliers need to undertake the necessary 
investment to establish storage and handling facilities. While the PC Report30 found 
that up-country storage is not uneconomical to duplicate, the ACCC considers that  
CBH has a cost advantage by virtue of its incumbency and potential competitors face 
significant capital costs, including some sunk costs (i.e. costs that cannot be 
recovered on exit). 

5.79. Further, the economies of scope in CBH’s operations give it a significant 
competitive advantage over potential competing suppliers of both bundled receival, 
storage and handling and transport services and suppliers competing to supply any of 
these services on a stand alone basis. CBH would be able to continue to offer these 

                                            
27  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, Finding 

6.2, page 270 
28  Economic Regulation Authority (WA), Final Report: Review of the Grain Marketing Act 2002, 27 

June 2008, page 59. 
29  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, Finding 

6.2, page 269 
30  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, Finding 

6.2, page 269 
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services as a bundle, and take advantage of its economies of scope, absent the 
notified tying arrangement.  

5.80. CBH is also the sole operator of export grain loading facilities at the four ports in 
Western Australia. CBH has an access undertaking in place that requires it to offer 
export outloading services to exporters at the same price regardless of whether the 
grain is delivered via Grain Express or direct to port. However, to date no party has 
sought to deliver grain direct to port outside the CBH system and it may take time 
for this competition to develop.   

5.81. The ACCC considers that the combined effect of all these factors is that CBH has 
significant market power in the market for the supply of grain receival, storage and 
handling services in Western Australia  

5.82. While CBH has market power in supplying grain receival, handling and storage, 
requiring growers that use its up-country receival, storage and handling facilities to 
also use transport services provided by it while grain remains in CBH’s custody does 
not, in itself, appear to inhibit the development of alternative up-country receival, 
storage and handling facilities. Indeed, as submitted by Frontier, if growers do not 
wish to use transport services supplied by CBH then making this a requirement of 
storing grain up-country with CBH would, if anything, encourage the development 
of alternative receival, storage and handling facilities. As summarised above, 
interested parties who provided submissions also supported this view.   

5.83. The ACCC is concerned that the notified tying arrangement may be prompting a 
level of investment in on farm storage that is greater than would occur absent the 
notified tying arrangement.   

5.84. As noted above at paragraphs 5.64 to 5.66 interested parties such as AWB, the WA 
Grains Group and the WA Department of Transport have observed increases in 
investment in on-farm storage facilities by growers, as an alternative to storing grain 
with CBH, in recent years.  Similarly, Western Australian Department of Agriculture 
and Food (DAFWA) has estimated that on-farm storage in Western Australia will 
grow in coming years from around 2 million tonnes to between 3 and 4 million 
tonnes.31  

5.85. It is difficult to ascertain how much of this investment would take place absent the 
notified tying arrangement.  However, at the margin, the notified tying arrangement 
may be stimulating excessive investment in on-farm storage of grain by growers 
who strongly prefer to make their own transport arrangements but are unable to 
acquire a standalone storage service from CBH. 

5.86. There is no observed increase in off-farm storage capacity in Western Australia in 
recent years.  However, this is not surprising given the excess grain storage capacity 
in Western Australia.  The ACCC notes that the largest gain harvest in Western 

                                            
31  Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local Government, Independent 

Review of the Grain Infrastructure Group’s Freight Network Review: Review of Technical, Cost and 
Market Assumptions, 2009 page 25  
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Australia of 14.7 million tonnes32  is significantly less than the approximately 17 
million tonnes33 of effective grain storage capacity in Western Australia. 

5.87. Notwithstanding the observed increases in on farm storage and forecasts of further 
growth in on farm storage at the present time CBH has market power in supplying 
up-country receival, storage and handling services by virtue of its incumbency and 
the economies of scope in its operations. However, the ACCC does not consider that 
the notified tying arrangement significantly lessens competition for the supply of 
these services.  Nevertheless, for the reasons outlined above, the notified tying 
arrangement may be distorting competition as between on-farm and off-farm 
storage. 

5.88. Similarly, the notified tying arrangement does not appear to impact in any way on 
competition for the supply of receival, storage and handling services at port. Again, 
while CBH owns all the incumbent infrastructure, nothing in CBH requiring growers 
that use its up-country storage receival, storage and handling facilities to also use 
transport services provided by CBH prevents the development of other port 
facilities. 

5.89. Further, as noted, CBH’s access undertaking requires it to offer export outloading 
services at port at the same price regardless of whether the exporter uses Grain 
Express or accesses the port directly. Therefore, parties that do not want to use 
CBH’s up-country storage or transport facilities are not disadvantaged in terms of 
access to port facilities. 

5.90. In conclusion, while CBH has a significant advantage over potential competing 
suppliers in the market for grain, receival, storage and handling, this is largely as a 
result of historical factors.  It does not appear that the requirement that users of 
CBH’s up-country storage and handling facilities also acquire transport services 
from it significantly lessens competition for the supply of these services.  However, 
it may be distorting competition between on-farm and off-farm storage in a manner 
that leads to excessive investment in on-farm storage. 

5.91. As noted above, interested parties have raised concerns that the $8.50 per tonne 
domestic outturn fee charged by CBH makes it cost prohibitive to outturn grain from 
CBH’s custody. 

5.92. This fee has particular implications for parties who may wish to outturn grain 
domestically so that it can be packed in containers, either for domestic use or export. 
The domestic outturn fee also has implications for the ACCC’s consideration of the 
effect of the notified conduct on the market for grain transport in Western Australia. 
In short, having the option of utilising their own transport arrangements to move 
grain to port, in competition with CBH’s transport system, would be of little 
practical utility if the cost of outturning grain from CBH was such as to make 
utilising alternative transport paths uneconomical. 

                                            
32  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 254 
33  CBH has ‘effective capacity’ of around 15 million tonnes and two million tonnes of on-farm storage. 
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5.93. As CBH’s domestic outturn fees has implication for both the containerisation of 
grain, and consideration of the impact on competition of the notified arrangement on 
the market for transport of grain, the issue of the domestic outturn fee is considered 
separately below at paragraphs 5.157 to 5.178, following on from the ACCC’s 
general assessment of the impact of the notified arrangement on the market for 
transport of grain in Western Australia. 

Market for grain transport in Western Australia 
 
5.94. The ACCC considers that the area where the effect on competition of the notified 

arrangement is likely to have its most pronounced effect is that for grain transport in 
Western Australia. The essence of the notified conduct is that users of CBH’s up-
country storage facilities are also required to use transport services acquired by CBH 
to move grain to port. 

Submissions 
 
5.95. CBH states that it has transport contracts with 12 road and one rail provider. Road 

transport contracts are usually based on a 5-6 year term which, CBH argues, allows 
contractors enough time to re-invest in new/newer equipment to provide the 
reliability and efficiencies CBH requires whilst also providing a reasonable turn 
around for CBH to re-tender these service agreements to other competing road 
operators. 

5.96. CBH states that contracts expire at differing times, spreading the contractual 
processing burden as well as giving transporters the chance to bid for different tasks 
on a regular basis. 

5.97. CBH states that it engages in competitive, open market tender processes to ensure 
that it receives a competitive freight rate. CBH argues that this ensures an open and 
transparent process for road transporters to compete (i.e. competition for the market, 
rather than competition in the market) and is a well developed tool that provides 
CBH, growers, marketers and transporters real value. CBH considers that its 
competitive tender processes for road and rail services promote rather than lessen 
competition and provide a stable foundation for transport companies to efficiently 
invest in infrastructure.  

5.98. CBH argues that under these arrangements road transport providers, including new 
competitors, continue to invest in infrastructure to provide services to CBH. CBH 
provides a number of examples of such investment undertaken by transport 
providers supplying services to it, which it argues, is facilitated by its arrangements 
for acquiring transport services for growers pursuant to the notified arrangement.   

5.99. The Western Australian Department of Transport submits that grain transport 
competition continues to be achieved by CBH through tendering processes for road 
and rail contracts. 

5.100. PGA submits that because of the notified arrangement there is no ability to explore 
alternative, better, ways of transporting grain to port or to manage transport costs. 
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Tamma Grains submits that owners of the grain stored in CBH facilities not being 
able to use their preferred transport carriers creates a monopoly and prevents 
competition in the transport industry by tying the owner of the grain to CBH’s 
transport company. Elders Toepfer submits that transparency, efficiency and choice 
is paramount to a cost effective supply chain and Grain Express has not achieved 
this. 

5.101. Glencore Grain submits that grain haulage services in Western Australia consist of 
the rail service of Australian Railroad Group, hundreds of road carriers operating 
semi trailers, B Doubles and road trains and farmers with their own trucks. 

5.102. Glencore Grain argues that, in addition, there is potential for road and rail operators 
in other states to bring their equipment to Western Australia. In particular, Glencore 
grain submits that there is an open access regime on Western Australia’s Westnet 
railways, abundant capacity on those railways and rolling stock in eastern states that 
could be used on the line to Kwinana and narrow gauge stock that could be used on 
the narrow gauge Westnet network. Glencore Grain states that it also has a fleet of 
trucks in eastern states that it could divert to Western Australia if warranted. 

5.103. AWB similarly argues a road or rail carrier could move spare transport assets across 
from the east coast to the west coast to increase capacity. AWB contends that it is 
common practice for repositioning to occur in the east coast states. AWB also argues 
that Western Australian grain markets would be able to tap into capacity that exists 
in other industries (such as the fertiliser, mineral sands etc). 

5.104. However, Glencore Grain, AWB and Elders Toepfer argue that while there are 
adequate alternative transport providers able to service the WA grain network 
because of the notified arrangement there is no ability to competitively utilise these 
providers. 

5.105. CBH provided examples of newspaper articles reporting that some growers and 
marketers are exploring options for bypassing CBH’s supply chain and delivering 
grain directly to port. However CBH also advised that during the 2009/2010 season 
the direct to port delivery option was not used by any party. 

5.106. Glencore, AWB, WAGG and Tamma Grains all raised concerns with the $8.50 per 
tonne outturn fee charged by CBH. Interested parties noted recent increases in this 
fee from $3.20 per tonne to $8.50 per tonne and argued that this fee makes it cost 
prohibitive to outturn grain stored with CBH for the purpose of using alternative 
transport. 

5.107. Frontier argues that given the economies of scope in CBH’s operations, in the vast 
majority of cases storage, handling and transportation services would continue to be 
provided in combination with each other absent the notified tying arrangement. 
Essentially Frontier argues that faced with competition from an entrant who only 
offered storage and handling services, or only offered transport services, CBH would 
change its pricing practices which currently, at least to some extent, are uniform 
across storage and handling facilities. 
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5.108. Frontier argues that the economies of scope in CBH providing storage, handling and 
transport services would be expected to lead to CBH setting prices that involved:  

 prices for all stand-alone storage and handling services and all stand-alone 
transportation services that were above the incremental costs of CBH 
providing those services, but below the stand-alone costs that would be 
incurred by a potential competitor offering one of those services without the 
other, and  

 separate prices for a combined storage, handling and transportation service 
that reflected the economies of scope inherent in these functions and therefore 
lay below the combined stand-alone costs of these services.  

5.109. Frontier argues that this would be expected to make competition from an entrant 
who offered only storage and handling or transportation services unprofitable. That 
is, Frontier argues, a rational CBH would set its prices to reflect the benefits of a 
single party co-ordinating storage, handling and transportation services. 

5.110. Therefore, Frontier submits that rebalanced pricing by CBH absent the notified tying 
arrangement would continue to lead to a pattern of competition whereby storage, 
handling and transportation services were, in the vast majority of cases, provided in 
combination with each other.  

5.111. Frontier submits that if, in the alternative, CBH were to price its bundled service 
offerings in line with existing pricing practices in the absence of the notified 
arrangement, this may lead to inefficient bypass of CBH’s network in certain areas.  

5.112. Frontier submits that in these circumstances it is possible a number of marketers 
could operate to arrange and acquire transportation services to move grain within the 
Western Australian grain supply chain which might give the appearance of there 
being a more competitive market for acquiring transportation services on account of 
there being more parties seeking to acquire and arrange such services. However, 
Frontier does not believe this would represent a promotion of competition (or the 
achievement of welfare enhancing outcomes of the type expected in competitive 
markets) if this is associated with co-ordination inefficiencies being introduced into 
the grain supply chain. Hence, Frontier argues, Grain Express does discourage 
rivalry of a particular kind. But, Frontier argues, in this respect it discourages rivalry 
of a socially-harmful kind.  

5.113. As noted at paragraphs 2.45 to 2.49, during the 2008/09 harvest there were 
significant congestion problems in loading grain onto ships at port.  

5.114. Glencore Grain, AWB and Elders Toepfer argue that CBH’s failure to deliver grain 
to port to meet shipping slots in early 2009 due to congestion in the system resulted 
in marketers experiencing significant delays in loading grain onto vessels meaning 
marketers incurred significant demurrage costs. Elders Toepfer argues that these 
demurrage costs were in addition to costs involved in switching vessels to other 
states or simply cancelling vessels. 
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5.115. Glencore Grain, AWB and Elders Toepfer argue that had it been possible for 
marketers to transport their own grain to port outside the Grain Express system, the 
delays in loading the waiting vessels would have been greatly reduced. 

5.116. CBH argues that the notified arrangement did not cause the congestion problems. 
CBH argues that these congestion problems were caused by lack in co-ordination 
between the marketer and CBH for shipping capacity allocation and would likely 
have occurred regardless of the land based logistics system in place.  

5.117. CBH notes the suggestion that absent the notified arrangement marketers could have 
addressed export congestion by arranging their own transport between CBH up-
country storage and port. CBH argues that this claim ignores the effect of a single 
participant's actions on other participants in a supply chain by assuming that if a 
marketer arranged its own transport to port and secured lower freight costs for that 
movement such a decision would not have increased costs to other users of the 
system or created logistical problems for the system as a whole. CBH argues that 
one person jumping the queue would not decrease the length of the queue. 

5.118. Interest party submissions argue that the impact of demurrage costs cause by 
congestion in early 2009 was exacerbated by CBH requiring exports to pay surge 
charges to move grain to port. 

5.119. CBH submits that surge charges were imposed when CBH determined that the 
resources it had in place would be insufficient to deal with congestion. CBH states 
that this was a problem affecting all users so CBH needed to find a way to acquire 
and deploy additional assets that distributed that cost equitably among users. 

5.120. Glencore states that as the surge fees were imposed after marketers had agreed prices 
with growers, marketers were unable to recover the cost of this charge. Glencore 
also raise concerns that the surge charges were imposed at one day’s notice with 
exporters given no option but to accept them. Glencore states that these surge 
charges were only able to be imposed because marketers are not allowed to use other 
transport to port. 

5.121. CBH states that the movement of grain to port involves the application of transport 
resources which have a finite capacity and the surge charge funded the acquisition of 
additional resources to move all grain to port. CBH states that the charges were 
applied in a non-discriminatory fashion and were borne by all exporters shipping 
grain. 

5.122. With respect to ongoing surge charges, CBH states that growers pay for grain 
movements to port assuming a certain level of demand for services across the year. lf 
demand for services is particularly concentrated in a period, marketers may elect to 
acquire a higher level of service to meet their preferred shipping programme by 
paying surge charges. CBH states that it does not make any margin on the provision 
of freight and it rebates unused surge charges in a non-discriminatory manner. 
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ACCC view 
 
5.123. Essentially there are three ways in which grain can be stored up-country and moved 

to destination sites: 

 utilising CBH up-country storage facilities and transport services 

 utilising CBH up-country storage facilities and acquiring transport services 
independently of CBH 

 acquiring both up-country storage and transportation services independently of 
CBH (either as a bundle or separately from each other). 

5.124. The notified tying arrangement prevents growers and marketers from exercising the 
second of these options, utilising CBH’s up-country storage facilities while 
acquiring transport services independently of CBH. 

5.125. Denying growers this option would be unlikely to raise competition concerns if there 
was a competitive market for up-country receival, storage and handling services. 
Users that did not wish to use transport services provided by CBH could elect to 
bypass the CBH supply chain entirely and deliver their grain directly to port. 

5.126. However, as discussed at paragraphs 5.78 to 5.81, CBH has significant market 
power in the market for the supply of grain receival, storage and handling services in 
Western Australia. 

5.127. This is reflected in the fact that, notwithstanding the level of dissatisfaction 
expressed by some users with the bundled storage, handling and transport services 
provided by CBH, there were no instances of users bypassing Grain Express and 
accessing ports directly during the 2009/10 harvest season.  

5.128. The ACCC considers that CBH acquiring transport services in respect of the vast 
majority of Western Australian grain is unlikely to substantially reduce competition 
to supply bulk transport services to CBH. However, the ACCC considers that the 
notified tying arrangement allows CBH to leverage its market power in supplying 
up-country receival, storage and handling services to substantially lessen 
competition in the market for grain transport in Western Australia.   

5.129. In this respect that ACCC notes that CBH acquires transport services in bulk based 
on the points of services that are most important to it as a bulk acquirer. However, 
the importance which CBH places on elements of the transport service package will 
not always accord with the interests of its individual grower members. Where this is 
the case the notified tying arrangement denies growers the opportunity to acquire 
transport services that best suit their specific needs. 

5.130. This point was best illustrated during the 2008/09 harvest when a number of parties 
expressed concerns about not being able to transport grain outside of the CBH 
system in times of congestion. During this period of congestion some users would 
have presumably used alternative providers to transport grain to port even if it had 
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been more expensive for them to do so because they considered timeliness of 
delivery sufficiently important to outweigh any of the benefits CBH was able to 
achieve by acquiring grain transport services in bulk.  

5.131. The notified tying arrangement forecloses opportunities for transport suppliers to 
compete with CBH to supply these services other than in bulk and on terms that 
support CBH’s interests as a bulk acquirer of these services. 

5.132. The ACCC considers that there is a distinction between the market in which 
transport providers compete to provide bulk services to CBH and the market in 
which CBH then on-sells these services to growers. Specifically, there can be 
competition to supply bulk transport services to CBH without there being 
competition for the supply of transport services to customers who use CBH’s up-
country storage facilities. 

5.133. That is, while bidding to supply transport services to CBH is competitive it does not 
necessarily follow that growers who use CBH’s up-country storage facilities are to 
acquire transport services on competitive terms. In respect of the current 
arrangement, growers who use CBH’s up-country storage facilities have no choice in 
respect of acquiring transport services (i.e. there is no competition to supply 
transport services to customers who use CBH’s up-country storage facilities). 

5.134. Frontier submits that it is likely that rebalanced pricing by CBH absent the notified 
tying arrangement would continue to lead to a pattern of competition whereby 
storage, handling and transportation services were, in the vast majority of cases, 
provided in combination with each other. Frontier argues that, in that sense, the 
arrangement will be the same as would be the case under the Grain Express system 
in that competition will occur between enterprises that offer to undertake both the 
storage and handling activity and the transportation activity for any particular 
consignment of grain. Frontier concludes that this will give rise to the same market 
structure as would exist under the notified conduct.  

5.135. Frontier’s argument implicitly asserts that CBH’s incremental costs will always be 
below a competitor’s stand alone cost, for the reason that CBH can exploit 
economies of scope whereas a competitor cannot.  However, this in turn assumes 
that CBH and potential competitors have the same or similar cost structures in 
supplying transport before taking into account economies of scope, and that any 
differences in the competitor’s favour will in any event be outweighed by economies 
of scope.  

5.136. The ACCC considers that this would not necessarily always be the case. A potential 
competitor could have a substantially more efficient stand-alone cost structure, to an 
extent greater than any economies of scope disadvantage it faces. In that case, it 
would find it profitable to enter the transport market and likely would do so absent 
the notified tying arrangement.  

5.137. However, in Western Australia the notified tying arrangement allows CBH to 
leverage its market power in supplying up-country receival, storage and handling 
services to prevent this competition occurring.  
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5.138. If the tying arrangement results in all remaining potential sources of competition 
excluded from providing transport services to end users – i.e. so that CBH 
effectively faces no competition in that market or on substantial numbers of routes 
within that market - then the tying arrangement would result in there being no 
competition in that market, whereas absent the tie there would likely be some 
competition. 

5.139. The South Australian market provides an instructive point of comparison in this 
regard. South Australia, due to its relatively small population and level of domestic 
demand, is reliant on the export market for disposal of its wheat production, 
exporting about 70 % of its harvest.34  The South Australian wheat export market is 
competitive along the supply chain to port; Viterra Ltd (Viterra), the incumbent 
integrated service provider and AWB operate robust storage and handling products 
and services, with both rail and road services available to growers and traders. New 
innovative products are also entering the market; for example, Elders Toepfer 
Private Warehouse Program. 

5.140. In South Australia, Viterra provides up-country services as well as transport services 
and port services. Like CBH, Viterra is the dominant bulk grain handler in South 
Australia with sufficient up-country grain handling facilities to handle the entire 
South Australian grain harvest.35 

5.141. Viterra provides up-country services, transport services and port services separately, 
or as an integrated package known as Export Select. Where customers buy a bundled 
package, Viterra offers a bundling discount of approximately $2 per tonne relative to 
the combined stand-alone prices of the at-port service known as Export Standard. 
Nonetheless, competing providers of stand-alone transport services are able to 
compete in the market, and do so.  

5.142. In light of the large harvest forecast in South Australia, both the Export Select 
product and Export Standard product are facing capacity limitations next year, 
demonstrative of the demand for both services in the marketplace. 

5.143. Even though Viterra is likely to reap some economies of scope, and provides a 
bundling discount which likely reflects these economies of scope, efficient stand-
alone competitors providing transport services are nonetheless able to operate in the 
South Australian market to an appreciable extent.  

5.144. Such competition is precluded in Western Australia by virtue of the notified tying 
arrangement. 

5.145. In the alternative, if faced with the threat of alternative transport providers directly 
supply services to growers, CBH would have an incentive to offer its transport 
services on terms that were at least as attractive as rival transport providers. 
However, being faced with the threat of competition would still promote competitive 
outcomes. 

                                            
34  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 56 
35  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 255 
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5.146. As noted by Frontier, given that the costs of storage, handling and transportation can 
vary depending on where grain needs to be moved within the CBH network, if faced 
with competition from transport providers CBH may be forced to set prices that vary 
greatly depending on which of the 193 receival points grain is entered into the CBH 
network in order to maintain market share. Similarly, Frontier contends that CBH 
prices may vary greatly depending on which of the five main destination points (i.e. 
CBH’s four port terminal facilities and its Metro Grain Centre (MGC)) within 
CBH’s network that this grain is delivered to. 

5.147. That is to say, regardless of whether users of CBH’s up-country storage facilities 
would chose alternative transport providers if they were free to do so, the ability to 
do so, arising from the contestability of the market, would provide a competitive 
tension that would constrain CBH’s pricing behaviour. This competitive tension is 
foreclosed by the notified arrangement. 

5.148. While under the scenario argued by Frontier most growers would likely continue to 
acquire transport services from CBH, they would be able to independently test the 
market and compare CBH’s terms to those otherwise available, thereby placing a 
competitive discipline on CBH. There would also likely be greater transparency in 
CBH’s charges with charges for each customer more directly linked to the cost of 
providing services to that customer. The cross subsidisation that Frontier suggests 
currently occurs from customers whose grain costs less to store, handle and move to 
customers whose grain costs more to store, handle and move, would cease. 

5.149. In this respect, most interested parties that object to the notified arrangement argue 
that they would likely continue to use CBH on most occasions to transport grain 
even if they were not required to do so, but that the opportunity to explore 
alternative options and make this decision for themselves would provide a 
competitive tension. 

5.150. It has also been argued that it would be undesirable to allow competing transport 
providers to serve particular segments of the market as this would amount to ‘cherry 
picking’ the more profitable routes.   

5.151. The ACCC acknowledges that cherry picking can undermine efficiency in markets 
where price regulation (e.g. a uniform pricing obligation) prevents an incumbent 
service provider from charging cost reflective prices.  However, this is not the case 
in the current matter.  Absent price regulation, cherry picking on more profitable 
routes generally is a sign of competitive market processes and is socially desirable.  
An individual grower, or indeed groups of growers, would not opt out of the CBH 
arrangement unless their transport requirements could be more efficiently met 
outside by a party other than CBH. 

5.152. The ACCC is of the view that the significant competitive advantage that CBH 
already enjoys by virtue of its market power in up-country storage is further 
entrenched by the exclusive arrangement whereby users of its up-country storage 
facilities are also required to acquire transport services from it. Without this 
restriction CBH would be constrained by actual entry or the potential for 
competition for the provision of transport services.  
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5.153. Even if CBH was able to change the terms on which it offered its services such that 
actual entry by stand alone transport providers on any significant scale was unlikely 
the ACCC considers that the changes to the terms on which CBH offers these 
services as a result of the threat of entry would in itself be a pro competitive 
outcome. Further, as illustrated by the South Australian experience it is far from 
clear that CBH could legitimately price in a manner that would prevent significant 
competition from stand alone transport providers in any event. Rather, it may be that 
it is the notified tying arrangement that is preventing such competition emerging. 

5.154. While the notified arrangement does not affect the ability for alternative suppliers of 
bundled whole of supply chain storage, handling and transport services to compete 
with CBH, other factors, namely CBH’s incumbency and established supply 
network, make it difficult for a competing provider of bundled storage, handling and 
transport services to provide these services to most users on equivalent terms to 
those which CBH could offer. 

5.155. In these circumstances, the effect of the removal of the competitive tension that 
stand alone transport suppliers could provide at that point in the supply chain if the 
notified arrangement did not prevent them doing so is more pronounced.  As 
concluded by the Productivity Commission: 

Any credible threats of entry (and not necessarily entry itself) will drive efficiency 
improvements by CBH.36 

5.156. The ACCC is satisfied that the tying arrangement substantially lessens competition 
for the supply of grain transport services in Western Australia. 

ACCC view – CBH’s domestic outturn fee 
 
5.157. As noted at paragraphs 2.33 to 2.38, growers are able to outturn warehoused grain 

from their original delivery site, or another site if grain is not available at the original 
site. A grower may wish to do this where they had an arrangement to sell their grain 
in the domestic market or intended to direct the grain to a domestic containerisation 
facility and they wanted to transport the grain themselves from the up-country site.  

5.158. Growers could also elect to warehouse grain that was intended to be exported in bulk 
and negotiate an arrangement for sale of the grain outside the CBH system. In this 
case the grower/acquirer would be responsible for transporting the grain to port 
outside of the CBH system. This process is also described at paragraphs 2.33 to 2.38.  

5.159. Outturn of grain from a CBH receival point is subject to an $8.50 per tonne outturn 
fee. 

5.160. The ACCC notes that during the 2009/10 harvest no grower in Western Australia 
outturned grain up-country and transported it directly to port. The way CBH’s 
arrangements are structured, including the notified tying arrangement, essentially 
locks the grain into CBH’s system. 

                                            
36  Productivity Commission 2010, Wheat Export Marketing Arrangements, Report no. 51, Canberra, page 

282. 
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5.161. However, absent these arrangements, the potential to directly source transport 
services would exist, and it is in these circumstances that the way in which any fee 
for removing grain from the CBH system was applied would be crucial to the actual 
ability of growers and marketers to source transport services from other suppliers. 

5.162. The ability to outturn grain from CBH’s system and transport it directly would 
substantially mitigate the significant concerns about the impact of the notified 
arrangement on competition to supply transport services discussed above. However, 
interested parties have argued that the domestic outturn fee charged by CBH to 
remove grain from its custody (currently $8.50 per tonne) makes it uneconomical to 
do so. 

5.163. The effect of this fee is that an alternative transport provider would have to be able 
to supply transport services at $8.50 per tonne less than CBH before it would be 
economically viable to outturn grain from CBH’s custody and transport it directly. 

5.164. CBH introduced new pricing structures for the 2009/10 harvest which included 
raising the domestic outturn fee from $3.20 per tonne to $8.50 per tonne. In 
announcing these changes CBH stated that the changes were as a result of an 
extensive review of its costs of providing services undertaken in response to 
deregulation of bulk wheat exports and the requirement for it to provide equitable 
access to its port facilities. 

5.165. CBH stated that the review provided it with an opportunity to objectively value the 
services it provides and confirmed that the pricing structure built in an era of a single 
desk did not fit the requirements associated with operating in a new environment. 

5.166. CBH stated that overall supply charges had not increased, only their structure had 
changed and that the new system was about a clear system of pricing that better 
reflected where the costs and values are along the supply chain. 
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5.167. The following table compares CBH’s total supply chain costs pre and post this 
restructure of charges.37 

 
Supply chain costs 2008/09 2009/10 
Receival Fee $10.50 $10.00* 
Grain Assessment Fee $1.15  
Transport Recovery Fee $1.10  
Time Based Storage $4.80  
Total Receival $17.55 $10.00 
Export Outturn $8.00 $17.10 
Blending Fee $1.15  
Ship Loading Overtime Fee $0.40  
Total Export $27.10 $27.10** 
Domestic outturn $3.20 $8.50 
Total Domestic $20.75 $18.50 

*  Receival fee now includes sampling and storage services 
**  Export fee for 2009/2010 season now includes variable charges such as blending and overtime 

 
5.168. While CBH’s total export fee has not changed under the revised pricing structure the 

comparative cost of, for example, using CBH’s bundled services or organising 
transport to port outside of CBH have changed significantly. Prior to the restructure 
a grower wishing to organise their own transport to port would have paid CBH 
$30.30 ($27.10 plus $3.20). Now that grower would have to pay CBH $35.60 
($27.10 plus $8.50).38 Therefore the cost advantage CBH enjoys over any potential 
competing supplier of transport services, before taking into account the cost and 
charges levied for the actual supply of transport, has increased by $5.30 (from $3.20 
per tonne to $8.50 per tonne). 

5.169. CBH states that the domestic outturn fee covers services such as weighing, sampling 
and loading of grain, labour costs and investment in infrastructure. CBH states that 
the fee also covers regulatory compliance requirements and development and 
maintenance of stock systems.  

5.170. CBH argues that outturning grain domestically is likely to involve smaller volumes, 
and hence higher costs, than export outturn and will involve interacting with 
transporters that may not be familiar with CBH facilities or processes. 

5.171. The ACCC considers that to the extent that CBH incurs additional costs in the 
domestic outturn of grain these costs should be reflected in the charges CBH 
imposes for doing so. Given these additional costs, and associated charges, it would 
be expected that CBH, as an integrated storage, handling and transport system, 
would enjoy some competitive advantage over stand alone transport providers or 
container packing houses. 

                                            
37  CBH Group, Frequently Asked Questions for Marketers: Pricing Restrucutre. As at 14 September 2009. 
38  The actual cost of supplying transport, whether by CBH or a competing supplier, would have to be added to 

these charges. 
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5.172. However, the level of the outturn fee is critical to any assessment of the ability of 
alternative suppliers to compete with CBH absent the notified tying arrangement. 
Providing growers with the ability to use CBH’s up-country storage facilities 
together with alternative suppliers at other levels of the supply chain would have no 
practical effect on competition in these markets if the cost of outturning grain from 
CBH’s custody was prohibitive. 

5.173. Crucial to any examination of these issues would be the extent to which charges 
imposed by CBH reflect the cost of outturning grain. In this respect the ACCC notes 
that CBH’s review of its pricing structure in 2009 appears, based on the changes to 
charges made, to have concluded that while it was significantly undercharging for 
domestic outturn its charges for grain that remained in its system for export were 
exactly correct. 

5.174. As noted, the practical effect of this finding is that while the total cost of CBH’s 
services have not changed under the revised pricing structure the comparative cost 
advantage of, for example, using CBH’s bundled services compared to organising 
transport to port outside of CBH has improved significantly. 

5.175. Therefore, the ACCC considers that the domestic outturn fee could, potentially, 
significantly impact competition to supply these services.  However, the ACCC is 
not in a position to provide a concluded view on the justification for the significant 
increase in the domestic outturn fee based on the information before it.  

5.176. In addition, as noted above, putting aside the issue of the outturn fee, it is very rare 
for growers in Western Australia to outturn grain up-country and transport it directly 
to port because of the way in which the CBH system currently operates. However, 
absent these arrangements, the potential to directly source transport services would 
exist, and it is in these circumstances that the way in which any fee for removing 
grain from the CBH system was applied would be crucial to the actual ability of 
growers and marketers to source transport services from other suppliers. 

5.177. If the ACCC does decide to issue a final notice revoking CBH’s notification the 
imposition of the domestic outturn fee would be subject to the provisions of the Act. 
In particular section 46(1) of the Act prohibits businesses that have substantial 
market power from taking advantage of that power for the purpose of eliminating or 
substantially damaging a competitor, preventing the entry of a person into a market 
or deterring or preventing a person from engaging in competitive conduct in a 
market. 

5.178. If the ACCC does decide to revoke the notification, and concerns arise that the 
manner in which the fee was being applied was impeding potential competitors of 
CBH from supplying relevant services to growers, the ACCC would likely examine 
these concerns.  

Market for grain trading in Western Australia 
 
5.179. As discussed at paragraphs 2.17, prior to 1 July 2008, the export of bulk wheat was 

controlled by AWB Ltd through its subsidiary AWBI. The enactment of the Wheat 
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Act on 1 July 2008, ended AWB’s monopoly and introduced an accreditation system 
for parties wanting to export bulk wheat. The accreditation system is managed by 
Wheat Exports Australia (WEA), under a set of rules set down in the legislation. 

5.180. CBH’s grain trading subsidiary, Grain Pool, is one of 29 accredited bulk wheat 
exporters.39  

Submissions 
 
5.181. As CBH has a significant presence in grain trading through its subsidiaries Grain 

Pool and AgraCorp, when the notification was first lodged some interested parties 
submitted there was a potential for an information advantage to exist within the 
CBH Group to the anti-competitive detriment of other grain traders.  

5.182. Recognising this, CBH developed a Ring Fencing Policy to alleviate any potential 
concerns. However, a large number of interested parties expressed concern that the 
initial Ring Fencing Policy proposed by CBH did not provide enough safeguards to 
ensure that CBH would not share confidential information with its trading 
subsidiaries. Further, concern was expressed by interested parties that CBH would 
provide preferential terms and conditions to its trading subsidiaries to the detriment 
of other traders. 

5.183. In response CBH developed an amended ring fencing policy which included: 

 the appointment of a panel of independent arbiters to determine disputes in 
relation to compliance with the Ring Fencing Policy and 

 
 an annual independent audit of CBH’s compliance with the Ring Fencing 

Policy, including an initial audit to be conducted within three months of the 
implementation of the policy. 

 
5.184. Concerns were also raised that the notified arrangement would limit the ability of 

growers and exporters to exploit niche marketing opportunities for specific 
segregations of grain. 

5.185. In the current review AWB and Glencore argue that Grain Express inhibits niche 
marketing of grain. AWB argues that Grain Express has effectively abolished the 
ability of marketers to discern and then maintain a specific quality profile offered by 
a grower at a local or up-country site market. AWB argues that this has removed the 
marketers ability to discern and pay for specific quality characteristics which has had 
a two-fold effect. First, it has contributed to a decreased ability for Australian 
exporters (with the possible exception of CBH’s marketing arm) to guarantee 
specific quality attributes to international buyers. This means a loss in the ability to 
supply niche markets. Secondly, it has effectively eliminated the ability for Western 
Australian growers to earn quality premiums for their grain. As a marketer cannot 
obtain and retain control over that particular parcel of grain, there is no benefit to the 
marketer if it was to pay a premium to the grower for that higher quality of grain. 

                                            
39  For the period 1 October 2009 to 28 February 2010. 
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5.186. In response CBH submits that niche marketing of grain incurs costs because it 
necessarily involves smaller segregations of grain and lower volume grain 
movements. For this reason, CBH argues there is an inherent trade-off to be made in 
order to balance the demand for low cost supply chain services with demand for 
opportunities to optimise the price achievable for grain in a competitive global 
market. 

5.187. CBH states that it recognises the value in niche grain marketing, both to growers and 
marketers, and to the international reputation of Australian grain. CBH consequently 
offers all its customers a niche grain marketing service, known as 'earmarking'. 
Earmarking involves reserving particular grain for a customer. CBH states that it 
does not charge customers additional storage for earmarking requests. 

5.188. CBH explains that it does charge additional storage fees for private segregations. 
CBH states that this is because the more segregations CBH has to accommodate, the 
less storage CBH has available for other grain, including niche grain. Conversely, 
the fewer segregations CBH has to accommodate, the more storage CBH has 
available for other grain and for niche grain parcels. CBH argues that the cost of 
private segregations therefore reflects this trade-off, and the impact that it has on 
CBH's storage capacity. 

5.189. CBH argues that the physical limitations on CBH's storage caused by private 
segregations and niche grain parcels would still occur, regardless of whether or not 
Grain Express was in place. 

ACCC view 

5.190. The ACCC remains of the view, as expressed in its original decision about the 
notification, that CBH’s Ring Fencing Policy provides an adequate framework to 
limit the potential for information obtained by CBH to be transferred to and used 
anti-competitively by CBH’s trading subsidiary. In particular, the policy includes an 
independent dispute resolution process and an annual independent compliance audit. 

5.191. In December 2009 CBH provided the ACCC with the results of its second annual 
Ring Fencing & Policy Compliance Agreed Upon Procedures Report, developed by 
CBH’s appointed external auditor, Ernst & Young. The report noted two minor 
exceptions to the ring fencing procedures one of which CBH argued would be 
rectified in 2010 by moving CBH Operations to a new building away from CBH 
Grain and the other which was beyond CBH’s control and which CBH argued was 
not material to the protection of information confidentiality.40 

5.192. Having reviewed the findings of the Ernst & Young Report the ACCC remains 
satisfied that CBH’s Ring Fencing Policy provides an adequate framework to limit 
the potential for information obtained by CBH to be transferred to and used anti-
competitively by CBH’s trading subsidiary. 

                                            
40  At the request of CBH the ACCC excluded the Ernst & Young report from the ACCC’s public register kept 

in relation to this notification. A letter provided by CBH summarising the findings of the report, dated 22 
December 2009, is available from the ACCC’s public register.  
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5.193. The ACCC also believes that the notified arrangement should not prevent growers 
and marketers from taking advantage of niche opportunities for selling grain. While 
CBH charges additional fees for private segregation, this reflects the fact that extra 
cost are involved in private segregation. Absent these additional charges all users 
would likely incur the costs involved in providing niche marketing opportunities.  

5.194. Further, the notified arrangement does not preclude growers or acquirers of grain 
from utilising individual storage and transport arrangements to capture niche 
quantities and qualities of grain should they not wish to place it in CBH storage. 

5.195. In addition, the additional charges imposed by CBH for private segregation do not 
appear to be linked to the requirement that users who store grain with CBH also 
acquire chain coordination and transport services supplied by CBH. CBH would 
likely have the same arrangements with respect to niche marketing of grain absent 
the notified arrangement. 

Conclusion on whether the conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially lessening 
competition 

5.196. The ACCC does not consider that the requirement that parties that use CBH’s up-
country storage facilities also acquire transport services from it substantially lessens 
competition in the market for grain receival, storage and handling services in 
Western Australia or in the market for grain trading in Western Australia 

5.197. However the ACCC considers that the notified arrangement allows CBH to leverage 
its market power in supplying up-country receival, storage and handling services to 
foreclose any possibility of competition to supply transport services to customers 
who use CBH’s up-country storage facilities. In doing so the ACCC considers that 
the tying arrangement substantially lessens competition for the supply of transport 
services and generates a substantial public detriment. 

5.198. In effect, by virtue of the notified arrangement CBH is the monopolist supplier of 
transport services to most Western Australian grain growers.  

5.199. Regardless of whether users of CBH’s up-country storage facilities would choose 
alternative transport providers if they were free to do so, the ability to do so, arising 
from the contestability of the market, would provide a competitive tension that 
would constrain CBH’s pricing behaviour. This competitive tension is foreclosed by 
the notified arrangement. 

Public benefits 

5.200. As discussed the ACCC is not assessing the public benefits of CBH offering bundled 
storage, handling and transport services. CBH would be free to continue offering 
growers and markets bundled storage, handling and transport services absent the 
notified arrangement. Rather, the ACCC is assessing the public benefits of CBH 
forcing users of its up-country storage facilities to only acquire transport services 
from CBH. 
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Submissions 

5.201. CBH submits that when the Government announced that it would deregulate wheat 
exporting, it became clear that central supply chain coordination was essential. CBH 
states that an increase in the number of exporters all arranging and coordinating their 
own transport would result in multiple users attempting to access and move various 
quantities of grain in a potentially conflicting manner, under severe time pressure. 
CBH argues that without a coordinated approach efficiencies achievable from large 
segregation bulk storage and unit train movements of grain would have evaporated 
and externalities from increased heavy loads on road and the threat of pesticide 
resistance would have proliferated.  

5.202. In its initial submission in support of the notification CBH argued that the notified 
arrangement would result in the following public benefits: 

(a) More efficient grain delivery and handling at grain Receival Points, including: 
 

 increased speed of receival, leading to deferred capital expenditure and 
more efficient investment 

 better information on marketing options and a longer period for growers to 
make marketing decisions 

 reduced errors in nomination of marketing options by growers and 

 increased automation of the receival process, 

(b) Better coordination of storage and handling, including: 

 reduced opening of bulkhead storages 

 better use of its labour force (less mobilisations, reduced overtime and better 
rostering)  

 reduced loss by division and 

 reduced risk of phosphine resistance, 

(c) Improved efficiency of the transport task, including: 

 enhanced rail efficiency as a result of increased use of unit trains 

 below rail cost savings through better utilisation, such as possible deferred 
capital expenditure 

 certainty of volume on rail 

 insurance risk sharing 

 simplified operational interface between the carrier and CBH 

 better negotiation capacity of CBH 

 greater transparency of transport costs to growers and 

 a real likelihood of preserving the viability of the rail network, 

(d)  Enhanced port efficiency, including: 
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 better utilisation of infrastructure and 

 reduced demurrage, 

(e) Dynamic efficiency gains, which improve the prospect of efficient investment in 
infrastructure in the future, and 

(f)  Better marketing decisions for growers and marketers. 

5.203. Specifically in relation to this review CBH submits that Grain Express freight rates 
in WA are lower than freight rates in other states, despite higher access charges for 
rail operators, because: 

 it conducts a competitive tender for rail services; 
 it has good knowledge of the likely volume of grain that will be transported 

on rail; 
 it can offer to acquire services on long-term contracts, allowing rail 

operators to make efficient capital investment with confidence; and 
 unlike marketers which supply rail services in other states, it does not derive 

a profit from freight services.  
 
5.204. CBH argues that it is marketers that would seek to increase freight costs by 

fragmenting the transport task and deriving a profit between the rate they pay to 
freight providers and the rate they charge growers for that service. CBH argues that 
this is evident from the way in which freight fees work in South Australia, NSW and 
Victoria.  

5.205. CBH's submits that its overall supply chain costs are lower than costs in other states 
and that the gap will widen over time. CBH contends that the clear difference in 
pricing, based upon publicly available data and despite the impact of obviously 
higher rail costs in Western Australia, explains why CBH representatives have 
regarded the superior cost efficiency of the WA supply chain as uncontroversial and 
relatively self-evident.  

5.206. CBH argues that if grain export marketers were responsible for arranging their own 
transportation between CBH’s up-country storage and handling facilities and CBH’s 
port terminal facilities, there would be significant coordination difficulties for the 
whole supply chain network. This is because it could lead to CBH needing to open 
and close its storage and handling facilities – both up-country and at port – for a 
series of small parcels of grain whenever individual marketers required grain to be 
moved through the CBH system. CBH submits that this could also lead to inefficient 
transportation of grain between up-country and port terminal facilities if it meant 
trains and trucks were required to move small parcels of grain at the behest of 
individual export marketers. Further, CBH argues, it could also generate significant 
congestion issues (and subsequent costs of demurrage) at port terminal facilities if 
individual marketers each sought to load grain onto ships at port terminal facilities in 
an uncoordinated fashion.  

5.207. CBH reiterates its view that Grain Express mitigated congestion problems during the 
2008/09 harvest because it enabled CBH to move grain to port in anticipation of 
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expected demand rather than simply reacting to individual vessel nominations. CBH 
argues that it also permitted CBH to move grain in a fashion that maximised the 
available transport capacity, including moving grain from less efficient loading 
points to more efficient loading points by road to minimise rail cycle times. Without 
those advance coordinated movements, CBH argues that the land-based supply chain 
would have been incapable of responding to the concurrent and conflicting 
requirements of exporters all seeking to move grain at the same time to the same 
places.  

5.208. In the absence of Grain Express, CBH considers that these sales would still have 
been made and the perceived bottleneck at port in 2008/09 would still have occurred 
as all the individual exporters would have been trying to accumulate their cargoes at 
once. CBH states that there would not have been a coordinated approach to 
accumulating for and loading vessels as quickly as possible and a ‘stock bound’ port 
would have become increasingly likely.  

5.209. CBH states that multiple marketers would have been making requests to it to open 
sites to remove small parcels and CBH would have had substantially more sites 
open. This would have increased the costs on CBH’s up-country operations and 
resulted in a less efficient outloading schedule.  

5.210. CBH considers that, like its storage and handling system, rail is a volume based 
system and that any sustained reduction in volume will lead to a high level of fixed 
costs being spread over fewer tonnes. Hence, CBH argues, rail freight rates would 
continue to increase, making road a cheaper option, and the spiral of tonnes leaking 
from rail to road may not stop. 

5.211. CBH notes that historically, this has been seen in the freight rates in WA as a result 
of seasonal variations. In drought years, freight rates effectively have to go up to pay 
for the fixed rail assets for that year. In above average production years the freight 
rates will come down as the fixed costs are spread over more tonnes. CBH argues 
that the sustained reduction of tonnes may lead to an overall reduction in rail assets 
in WA, to the point where the rail operator may pull out due to the lack of volume.  

5.212. CBH considers that it is also likely as rail volumes drop that rebates or discounts 
will be increasingly harder to obtain. Further, it becomes more likely that resources 
that are stood down will be committed to alternate tasks, such as the expanding iron 
ore industry, which offer a less seasonal approach.  

5.213. In 2009, CBH announced that it would be seeking proposals for the whole above rail 
task. CBH contends that this is designed to get the best possible freight rate for 
growers whilst maximising capacity to port. CBH argues that this is only possible 
because it is in a position to negotiate with freight providers on the basis of expected 
volumes from the movement of all the grain in its system. CBH states that it does 
not make a margin on freight and freight management on behalf of growers. Rather, 
CBH states, a surplus in funds required to move grain that is created through 
efficiencies in management of the freight fund has been returned to growers. CBH 
argues that without the notified conduct and Grain Express, the grain transport task 
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would have been fragmented with each of the marketers negotiating separately with 
a small number of freight providers. 

5.214. CBH states that since the introduction of Grain Express, it has endeavoured to work 
more closely with Main Roads of WA (Heavy Vehicle Operations), WALGA and 
local shires by providing these parties with CBH’s preferred road routes if there 
were rail line closures. In addition, CBH now communicates every week the road 
transport plans of each zone – detailing the site and hours of operation. CBH states 
that this communication has been well received by the local shires and CBH 
continues to work with them in consolidating CBH’s views on likely road routes and 
road permit conditions. CBH states that it also seeks to have its road transporters 
work closely with local shires by reviewing school bus timetables, road work 
schedules and to meet certain conditions of access on local roads.  

5.215. The WAFF argues that as a co-operative representing grain-grower-shareholder 
members, CBH has an obligation to growers and their volume driven business 
should be supported to ensure that every tonne is captured in the network to maintain 
viability of their extensive storage and handling system. 

5.216. The WAFF argues that those who seek significant changes to Grain Express have 
motives based in seeking a level of direct profit from the logistics chain in handling 
or moving grain to port. The WAFF argues that this amounts to cherry picking 
CBH’s most advantageous sites and will have the effect of increasing costs for all 
the other growers.  

5.217. The Western Australian Minister for Transport submits that the Western Australian 
Government supports the continuation of the Grain Express system as it currently 
operates as since its commencement it has undoubtedly benefited the grain industry 
in WA through the provision of improved services and lower costs to growers. The 
Western Australian Minister for Transport submits that Grain Express promotes the 
efficient and complimentary use of the land transport modes for the handling of the 
export grain task in WA. 

5.218. The Western Australian Minister for Transport submits that this support is based on 
the following factors being present:  

 There will be no discrimination (in price or service) between customers of CBH 
with respect to grain handling and transport. 

 The supply chain coordination function will be implemented within the Strategic 
Grain Network Committee (or other approved) process with the participation of 
the Government, grain marketers and grain growers. 

 In the event of dissatisfaction expressed by a client and not satisfactorily 
accommodated by those involved in the supply chain coordination, recourse 
should be made to the ACCC. 

 New entrants are to be free to avail themselves of CBH services or not, but will 
be required to contribute towards the fixed costs of the land transport, storage 
and handling network, that is, they should contribute to infrastructure provision. 
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5.219. Many individual growers also provided submissions to the ACCC expressing 
support for the continuation of Grain Express. However, these submissions generally 
expressed support for the system as a whole (i.e. CBH offering a co-ordinated whole 
of grain supply chain service) without addressing the specific conduct the subject of 
the notification. That is, CBH requiring uses of its up-country storage to use 
transport services acquired from it. 

5.220. WAGG states that it originally supported Grain Express and continues to see merit 
in the system but growers have not seen Grain Express deliver the efficiencies and 
financial savings that CBH espoused during the implementation phase of Grain 
Express. 

5.221. WestNet Rail submits that the key benefit of Grain Express is creating certainty of 
volume for rail and road operators, and therefore security of investment in the rail 
network, rolling stock and receival/loading infrastructure. 

5.222. WestNet Rail submits that rail is a more efficient and cost effective option for grain 
transportation than road for large volumes over long distances and that the notified 
arrangement ensures certainty of volume for rail and the lowest cost transport option 
for growers.  

5.223. WestNet Rail argues that removal of the notified arrangement would create a 
situation where each shipload would be accumulated by individual marketers, often 
from small grain parcels located around the network. WestNet Rail states that rail’s 
cost effectiveness – which is based on economies of scale and passed on to growers 
– is based on full train loads from single destinations and that rail will cease to be an 
effective option if shiploads are not accumulated in a coordinated fashion using 
single destination trains.  

5.224. The WA Department of Transport broadly supports Grain Express on the basis that 
it provides the best use of the rail freight network in conjunction with road transport 
to deliver harvests to port in an orderly and efficient manner. 

5.225. The WALGA also supports the utilisation of rail infrastructure for grain 
transportation. The WALGA argues that the prices charged by road transport 
operators do not reflect the full costs of road transport as road infrastructure costs, 
particularly for local roads, are not fully recovered through fuel taxes and vehicle 
licence fees. In contrast, the WALGA argues, a much higher proportion of the total 
cost of rail transport, including maintenance and renewal of rail infrastructure is 
captured via charges to rail users. The WALGA also submits that the impact on the 
safety and amenity of regional communities is compromised through more truck 
movements. 

5.226. The WAFF similarly argues that from a social perspective one of the biggest costs to 
the community if the Grain Express system was disbanded would be the potential 
cost to human life if the transportation of grain were increasingly to occur on roads.  

5.227. Numerous growers also supported Grain Express on the basis that it encourages the 
maintenance and use of the rail system within Western Australia. Growers argue that 
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this is particularly important when Federal and State Government will not commit to 
building roads that provide for the safe transport of grain within rural communities. 
Growers submit that most roads within local government boundaries are funded 
through grants and rates which would place unfair burdens on rural communities and 
that by using the existing rail network with the appropriate volume dealt with by 
CBH, rail transport becomes more competitive with road transport.  

5.228. AWB argues that Grain Express prevents marketers from choosing the most cost 
effective mode of transport. AWB argues that road carriage is a feasible transport 
option within a 300km radius of port. Specifically, AWB states that road carriage is 
more cost effective than rail in areas like Geraldton and Esperance where 
approximately 60% of transport occurs by road. However, AWB argues that 
marketers are unable to capture the cost efficiencies of road transport in these 
locations if CBH's services are used. 

5.229. In response CBH submits that it uses a portion of road transport and captures those 
efficiencies where available. However, CBH argues that it is able to capture a 
broader range of efficiencies associated with transportation of grain by rail than 
would be available to a single marketer.  

ACCC view 

5.230. Coordination of grain storage, handling and transportation has the potential to 
generate significant efficiencies in the operation of the Western Australian grain 
supply network. There are often economies of scope in the production of otherwise 
separate products (in this case up-country services and transportation), which, all 
else being equal, results in the joint costs of production being lower than the separate 
costs of production. This being the case, coordination of the grain freight task, 
coupled with logistics planning, can ensure that grain is transported throughout 
Western Australia in a more efficient manner, delivering significant savings. 

5.231. Many of the benefits associated with coordination of grain storage, handling and 
transport services have been identified by CBH, as summarised at dot points (a) to 
(f) of paragraph 5.202.  

5.232. However, the relevant question for the ACCC to consider is not the public benefits 
of CBH offering a bundled storage, handling and transport service but the public 
benefits of forcing users of CBH’s up-country storage facilities to also use its 
transport services.  

5.233. The ACCC notes the arguments put by CBH that its freight rates are lower than in 
other states. However, again the relevant question for the ACCC is not how CBH’s 
freight rates compare to other states. To the extent that CBH’s freight rates compare 
favourably with other states this would not be unexpected given the significant 
competitive advantage CBH has as a result of its incumbency and the economies of 
scope in its operations. Rather, the ACCC must consider whether the notified tying 
arrangement is necessary to the achievement of the efficiencies that underpin these 
rates. 
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5.234. The ACCC considers that many of the public benefits CBH has identified as 
resulting from Grain Express are generated through the bundled supply of storage, 
handling and transport services rather than from the compulsory tying of these 
products. 

5.235. The extent to which some of the benefits identified by CBH are realised is dependent 
on the volume of grain being stored and transported by CBH. For example, CBH 
submits that, like its storage and handling system, rail is a volume based system and 
any sustained reduction in volume will lead to a high level of fixed costs being 
spread over fewer tonnes.  

5.236. In this respect, the notified tying arrangement does maximise the volume of grain 
processed through CBH’s system. That is, it forces those users who may otherwise 
elect to arrange alternative transport to acquire transport through CBH, thereby 
contributing to the fuller realisation of those benefits that are tied to the volume of 
grain transported by CBH.  

5.237. However, if a product can be jointly produced more cheaply, and the bundled sale 
price reflects these costs savings, then customers would not need to be forced to buy 
it. Rather, they would so of their own accord.   

5.238. The South Australian experience in wheat logistics, as discussed at paragraphs 5.139 
to 5.143, where Viterra offers a bundling discount for joint supply of up-country 
services and haulage and a large share of customers continue to take advantage of 
the joint offering and the associated efficiency-driven discount illustrates this point. 
However, some customers do not take advantage of the joint offer and instead 
purchase separated stand-alone up-country and transport services – presumably 
because in their circumstances they benefit from purchasing of stand-alone services. 

5.239. A compulsory tying of up-country storage and handling services with transport 
service would only have an impact when customers would not otherwise purchase 
the bundled service if given the choice. The fact that some customers in South 
Australia purchase separated products despite having a bundling discount available, 
suggests that those customers benefit from having the choice and competition 
available. Moreover, where such customers demonstrate, by their own choices, a 
preference for separated services, it would not enhance economic efficiency to 
deprive them of this choice by forcing them to purchase a bundle when they would 
not otherwise do so.   

5.240. In this respect, the argument that economies of scope among bundled products 
creates cost efficiencies supports CBH bundling storage, handling and transport 
services to offer an appropriate, broadly cost-reflective discount on the bundle. 
However, it does not support the compulsory tying of products where some 
customers would otherwise prefer to buy them separately even after taking account 
of an appropriate bundling discount.  

5.241. That is to say, most of the pro-competitive effects of CBH tendering for the supply 
of transport services on an aggregate basis can be achieved without the compulsory 
tying arrangement. 
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5.242. In addition, the absence of competitive pressure on CBH as a result of the 
compulsory tying arrangement may have consequences for whether potential 
efficiencies from the bundling arrangement are realised, and if so, how these benefits 
are distributed. Specifically the competitive tension CBH would be exposed to 
absent the tying arrangement would assist in ensuring that potential efficiencies and 
savings that could result from offering a bundled service are achieved and flow 
through to users of the system. 

5.243. When a bundled arrangement such as that developed by CBH is first implemented it 
has been suggested by some that there may have been a stronger case for forcing 
growers to acquire the bundled product as a means of generating sufficient volume 
of business to realise the potential benefits of a bundled approach.  

5.244. If growers were given the option of ‘opting in’ some may choose to wait until the 
realisation of the benefits of the arrangement were apparent before doing so. If 
enough growers chose not to opt in the potential benefits of a bundled approach may 
not be as fully realised. 

5.245. However, once growers have been participating in the arrangement for a period of 
time, as they have been forced to in this instance since the notification was lodged in 
2008, the benefits of the bundled approach should be apparent such that, if the 
arrangements generate a genuine benefit to the grower relative to organising their 
own transport, there should be no need to force them to continue to participate in the 
arrangement. 

5.246. In these circumstances, the tying arrangement forces growers whose grain, at least 
from the growers perspective, could be transported to port more efficiently by other 
providers to instead acquire transport services from CBH.  

5.247. It has been argued that if growers were able to opt out of the arrangement transport 
providers would ‘cherry pick’ the more profitable routes thereby reducing the overall 
efficiency of the grain transport task. However, as noted, an individual grower, or 
indeed groups of growers, would not opt out of the arrangement unless their 
transport requirements could be more efficiently met outside of the CBH 
arrangement.  

5.248. In submitting that growers should not be able to opt out of what is essentially argued 
as growers whose grain can be more efficiently transported should cross subsidise 
those growers whose grain is more costly to transport.  

5.249. The ACCC does not consider that requiring growers whose grain can be more 
efficiently transported, by virtue of their location, volumes or otherwise, being 
forced to participate in an arrangement so as to cross subsidise growers whose grain 
is more costly to transport constitutes a public benefit. 

5.250. CBH has also argued that its system is designed to get the best possible freight rate 
for growers whilst maximising capacity to port. CBH argues that this is only 
possible because it is in a position to negotiate with freight providers on the basis of 
expected volumes from the movement of all the grain in its system.  
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5.251. As noted above, the notified tying arrangement does maximise the volume of grain 
processed through CBH’s system. However, maximising volume is a separate issue 
to providing certainty about volume. In this respect, the ACCC does not consider 
that the notified arrangement contributes significantly to ensuring CBH is able to 
tender for known volumes. 

5.252. As discussed at paragraph 2.9 Western Australian grain production is characterised 
by significant seasonal variability. For example in 2009/10 the grain crop was 12.4 
million tonnes. In 2010/11 it is forecast to be 9.7 million tonnes. The variability 
caused by seasonal factors has a far more significant impact on volumes transported 
than would any variability created by some growers choosing not to use CBH’s 
transport services if they had the option not to do so. The fact that the transport task 
supplied by CBH is able to accommodate the major variability in volumes caused by 
seasonal factors suggests that the comparatively smaller additional variability that 
would be introduced if growers were able to elect not to use CBH’s transport 
services would not be a significant issue. 

5.253. Nor does the ACCC place significant weight on CBH’s argument that fragmentation 
of the transport task would cause inefficiencies, and increased costs because it could 
lead to CBH needing to open and close its storage and handling facilities – both up-
country and at port – for a series of small parcels of grain whenever individual 
marketers required grain to be moved through the CBH system. While this is likely 
to be the case, CBH could apply charges in a manner that reflected the additional 
cost involved in doing so. In these circumstances, growers would not organise their 
own transport, and seek to have CBH open and close storage facilities more 
regularly unless the benefits they derive from organising their own transport (the 
efficiency gain) outweighs the cost charged to them for doing so (the efficiency 
loss). 

5.254. The ACCC considers that the notified arrangement may generate efficiencies in the 
receival of grain at port export terminals, particularly in periods of high demand 
where there is potential for congestion in the system. In these circumstances, a 
fragmented freight task with individual growers and markets delivering to port in an 
uncoordinated manner would be likely to exacerbate any congestion issues.  

5.255. However, the notified tying arrangement is not the only instrument for managing the 
allocation of capacity in times of congestion. For example, CBH could auction 
delivery slots and allow the pricing mechanism to encourage individual growers to 
coordinate freight movements to port or spread deliveries to port more evenly 
throughout the day in peak periods.   

5.256. It is therefore not clear that the notified tying arrangement is conferring significant 
public benefits that could not be realised from a market-based solution.  Indeed, the 
ACCC notes that ports in other states seem to be able to manage congestion issues 
without central coordination of the supply chain and without any tying arrangement, 
albeit potentially not as well as CBH can through a coordinated approach. 
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5.257. Further, while the notified tying arrangement may assist CBH to manage congestion 
problems, it could also potentially exacerbate congestion problems during large 
harvests. 

5.258. For example, as previously noted, there was significant congestion in the CBH 
system during the 2008/09 harvest. CBH was, by virtue of the notified arrangement, 
responsible for managing this congestion.  However, through the notified tying 
arrangement CBH was able to shift a substantial proportion of the risk associated 
with congestion (e.g. shipping delays, demurrage costs and surge charges resulting 
from the need to deploy additional assets to meet shipping schedules) on to growers 
and exporters. The ACCC considers that this shifting of risk weakens CBH’s 
incentive to efficiently deal with congestion and to develop strategies for better 
management of such risks in the future. 

5.259. It may be that CBH is nevertheless still best placed to manage such risk by virtue of 
its position in the market. However, the tying arrangement forces users to accept 
CBH’s management of congestion risks, even when they believe they could better 
manage this risk in a manner that involves removing their grain from the CBH 
system (utilising the services of another transport provider) and are willing to bear 
all relevant costs.  By preventing parties who are bearing the costs of congestion 
from making alternative transport arrangements, there is a risk that the notified tying 
arrangement may be stifling the development of innovative and more effective 
arrangements for managing congestion during peak harvests. 

5.260. If the tying arrangement were removed, CBH would exposed to the risk that it would 
lose business to other suppliers unless it was able to convince users that it is best 
placed to manage congestion problems.  CBH’s incentives to manage congestion 
would then be more strongly aligned with those of users who bear the cost of 
congestion. 

5.261. A number of submissions argued that the notified arrangement supports the 
maintenance and use of the rail system thereby reducing or avoiding some of the 
negative externalities associated with transporting grain by road. In particular, it was 
submitted that road transport operators do not reflect the full costs of road transport 
as road infrastructure costs, particularly for local roads, are not fully recovered 
through fuel taxes and safety and amenity of regional communities is compromised 
through more truck movements. 

5.262. To the extent that these costs can be avoided or reduced, the ACCC considers this to 
be a public benefit. In this respect, as submitted by WestNet Rail, rail’s cost 
effectiveness is based on economies of scale such that aggregating grain volumes to 
be transported makes rail transport a more cost effective option and thereby supports 
the avoidance of these costs. 

5.263. However, in deciding which mode of transport to use in transporting parcels of 
grain, CBH has regard to which mode of transport is most cost effective from its 
perspective, as would any other user. In this respect, CBH submits that it uses a 
portion of road transport and captures efficiencies where available. However, CBH 
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argues, it is able to capture a broader range of efficiencies associated with 
transportation of grain by rail than would be available to a single marketer.  

5.264. In short, CBH uses rail transport when it considers rail to be the most efficient 
option and road transport when it considers it to be the most efficient option. It is 
correct that CBH is able to capture a broader range of efficiencies associated with 
transportation of grain by rail than would be available to a single marketer because it 
is able to transport grain in larger quantities. However, this is likely to be reflected in 
growers’ choices about who they engage to transport their grain. That is, in these 
circumstances, growers would likely elect to acquire transport services from CBH 
without being required to do so. 

5.265. As with a number of the other benefits submitted by CBH, the benefit derives 
primarily from CBH’s offer of a bundled service rather than from CBH forcing 
growers that use its up-country storage facilities to accept the bundled service.  

Conclusion on public benefit 

5.266. The ACCC considers that CBH offering a bundled storage, handling and transport 
service for growers has the potential to result in significant public benefits. 
However, the ACCC does not consider that the forced tying arrangement the subject 
of CBH’s notification is necessary to the realisation of many of these benefits. To 
the extent that CBH’s storage, handling and transport service is an efficient system, 
delivering benefits to growers, growers will continue to use it without being forced 
to do so. 

5.267. Grain is transported efficiently and cost effectively to port in other states, often as a 
bundled service similar to CBH’s arrangement, without forcing growers to acquire 
all relevant storage, handling and transport services from a single supplier. 

5.268. That is not to say that the notified tying arrangement does not generate some public 
benefits. However, the ACCC considers that CBH has overstated these benefits. 
Most of the significant benefits of the Grain Express system result from CBH 
making available a bundled storage, handling and transport service, not from CBH 
forcing growers to use all parts of the service. 

Balance of public benefits and detriments 

5.269. Under section 93(3) of the Act, the ACCC may revoke a notification where the 
notified conduct has the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening 
competition and the benefit to the public from the notified conduct does not 
outweigh the detriment to the public caused by any lessening of competition that has 
resulted or is likely to result from the conduct. 

5.270. The ACCC does not consider that the notified tying arrangement significantly 
impacts competition in the market for grain trading in Western Australia. While 
CBH has a significant presence in grain trading through its subsidiaries CBH has in 
place ring fencing policies which the ACCC considers provides an adequate 
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framework to limit the potential for information obtained by CBH to be transferred 
and used anti-competitively by its trading subsidiary. 

5.271. Further, the ACCC does not consider that requiring users of CBH’s up-country 
storage and handling facilities to also acquire transport services from it distorts 
competition for the supply of receival, storage and handling services. While CBH 
has market power in the market for grain, receival, storage and handling, this is 
largely as a result of the existing market structure whereby CBH owns almost all 
necessary infrastructure to supply these services. The notified tying arrangement 
does not significantly impact  on the ability for other providers to set up competing 
services at this level of the supply chain. 

5.272. Similarly, the notified tying arrangement does not significantly affect the ability for 
alternative supplier of bundled whole of supply chain storage, handling and transport 
services to compete with CBH. While CBH has a competitive advantage over other 
suppliers seeking to provide a whole of supply chain service in bulk this is primarily 
a consequence of CBH’s incumbency and established supply network rather than the 
notified tying arrangement. 

5.273. Further, while the notified arrangement prevents transport providers from competing 
directly to supply stand alone transport services to users who store grain with CBH, 
they are still able to compete to supply these users in aggregate on the terms on 
which CBH decides to acquire these services. That is, the notified arrangement also 
maintains competition for the market to supply bulk transport services to CBH.  

5.274. However, the notified tying arrangement forecloses opportunities for transport 
suppliers to compete with CBH to supply stand alone transport services other than in 
bulk and on terms that support CBH’s interests as a bulk acquirer of these services. 
Growers are denied the opportunity to acquire these services directly on terms that 
best reflect their specific individual transport needs.  

5.275. Denying growers this option would be unlikely to raise competition concerns if there 
was a competitive market for up-country receival, storage and handling services. 
Users that did not wish to use transport services provided by CBH could elect to 
bypass the CBH supply chain entirely and deliver their grain directly to port. 

5.276. However, as noted, CBH has significant market power in the market for the supply 
of grain receival, storage and handling services in Western Australia. The ACCC 
considers that the notified tying arrangement allows CBH to leverage this market 
power to substantially lessen competition in the market for grain transport services 
in Western Australia. 

5.277. In this respect, the ACCC considers that there is a distinction between the market in 
which transport providers compete to provide bulk services to CBH and the market 
in which CBH then on-sells these services to growers. Specifically, there can be 
competition to supply bulk transport services to CBH without there being 
competition for the supply of transport services to customers who use CBH’s up-
country storage facilities. That is, while bidding to supply transport services to CBH 
is competitive it does not necessarily follow that growers who use CBH’s up-country 
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storage facilities are able to acquire transport services on competitive terms. In 
respect of the current arrangement, growers who use CBH’s up-country storage 
facilities have no choice in respect of acquiring transport services (i.e. there is no 
competition to supply transport services to customers who use CBH’s up-country 
storage facilities). The notified tying arrangement prevents this competition 
occurring.  

5.278. In other Australian states parties supply up-country storage services as well as 
transport services, both separately from each other and as an integrated bundle, with 
the integrated bundle provided at a discount to the stand alone services. This 
discount likely reflects the economies of scope in supplying a bundled package. 

5.279. Moreover, stand-alone transport service providers operate in competition with 
vertically integrated service providers in other states. However, in Western Australia 
the notified tying arrangement allows CBH to leverage its market power in 
supplying up-country receival, storage and handling services to prevent this 
competition occurring.  

5.280. If faced with the threat of alternative transport providers directly supplying services 
to growers, CBH would have an incentive to offer its transport service on terms that 
were at least as attractive as rival transport providers. In practice economies of scope 
in CBH’s operations may be such that the efficient price of the transport component 
of a bundled storage, handling and transport services is at a level that is 
uneconomical for stand alone transport providers to match. However, this may not 
universally be the case and just being faced with the threat of competition would 
promote competitive outcomes. 

5.281. This is because regardless of whether users of CBH’s up-country storage facilities 
would chose alternative transport providers if they were free to do so, the ability to 
do so, arising from the contestability of the market, would provide a competitive 
tension that would constrain CBH’s pricing behaviour. This competitive tension is 
foreclosed by the notified arrangement. 

5.282. Most interested parties that object to the notified arrangement argue that they would 
likely continue to use CBH on most occasions to transport grain if they were not 
required to do so, but that the opportunity to explore alternative options and make 
this decision for themselves would provide a competitive tension. 

5.283. Therefore the ACCC is of the view that the significant competitive advantage that 
CBH already enjoys by virtue of its market power in supplying receival, storage and 
handling services is further entrenched by the exclusive arrangement whereby users 
of its up-country storage facilities are also required to acquire transport services 
from it. Without this restriction CBH would be constrained by actual entry or the 
potential for competition for the provision of transport services.  

5.284. The ACCC considers that the absence of this competitive tension, by virtue of the 
notified tying arrangement, substantially lessens competition in the market for grain 
transport in Western Australia. 
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5.285. The ACCC considers that bundling of grain storage, handling and transportation 
services has the potential to generate significant public benefits in the operation of 
the Western Australian grain supply network. Economies of scope in production 
mean that coordination of the grain freight task, coupled with logistics planning, can 
allow grain to be transported throughout Western Australia in a more efficient 
manner, delivering significant savings. 

5.286. However, if a product can be jointly produced more cheaply, and the bundled sale 
price reflects these cost savings, then customers would not need to be forced to buy 
it. Rather, they would do so of their own accord.   

5.287. Grain is transported efficiently and cost effectively to port in other states, often as a 
bundled service similar to CBH’s arrangement, without forcing growers to acquire 
all relevant storage, handling and transport services from a single supplier. 

5.288. In this respect, the argument that economies of scope among bundled products 
creates cost efficiencies supports CBH bundling storage, handling and transport 
services to offer an appropriate, broadly cost-reflective discount on the bundle. 
However, it does not support the compulsory tying of products where some 
customers would otherwise prefer to buy them separately even after taking account 
of an appropriate bundling discount.  

5.289. Accordingly, the ACCC does not consider that the forced tying arrangement the 
subject of CBH’s notification is necessary to the realisation of many of the benefits 
resulting from CBH offering a bundled storage, handling and transport service. 

5.290. The ACCC considers that the notified arrangement may generate efficiencies in the 
receival of grain at port export terminals, particularly in periods of high demand 
where there is potential for congestion in the system. In these circumstances, a 
fragmented freight task with individual growers and markets delivering to port in an 
uncoordinated manner would be likely to exacerbate any congestion issues.  

5.291. However, the notified tying arrangement is not the only instrument for managing the 
allocation of capacity in times of congestion. For example, CBH could auction 
delivery slots and allow the pricing mechanism to encourage individual growers to 
coordinate freight movements to port or spread deliveries to port more evenly 
throughout the day in peak periods. It is therefore not clear that the notified tying 
arrangement is conferring significant public benefits that could not be realised from 
a market-based solution.   

5.292. Further, while the notified tying arrangement may assist CBH to manage congestion 
problems, it could also potentially exacerbate congestion problems during large 
harvests. CBH is, by virtue of the notified arrangement, responsible for managing 
congestion in the system. However, through the notified tying arrangement CBH is 
able to shift a substantial proportion of the risk associated with congestion (e.g. 
shipping delays, demurrage costs and surge charges resulting from the need to 
deploy additional assets to meet shipping schedules) on to growers and exporters. 
This shifting of risk weakens CBH’s incentive to efficiently deal with congestion 
and to develop strategies for better management of such risks in the future. 
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5.293. It may be that CBH is nevertheless still best placed to manage such risk by virtue of 
its position in the market. However, the tying arrangement forces users to accept 
CBH’s management of congestion risks, even when they believe they could better 
manage this risk in a manner that involves removing their grain from the CBH 
system (utilising the services of another transport provider) and are willing to bear 
all relevant costs.   

5.294. On balance, the ACCC considers that the notified the tying arrangement 
substantially lessens competition in the market for grain transport in Western 
Australia and that the substantial anti-competitive detriments outweigh any public 
benefits resulting from the notified conduct. 

5.295. Accordingly, the ACCC proposes to revoke the notification. 

Timing of revocation 

Submissions 

5.296. CBH submits that the ACCC's decision-making in relation to the notification has the 
potential for significant impact upon: 

 CBH's access undertaking for port terminal services and 
 
 CBH's other supply chain preparations and arrangements, both internally and 

with third parties. 
 
5.297. CBH notes that it engages in substantial pre-harvest preparations.  At the same time, 

other market participants (including growers) are making their own plans, based in 
part on a clear understanding of the supply chain structure. CBH states that these 
preparations and arrangements are generally put into place in the period between 
May and October each year. 

5.298. CBH argues that because a decision by the ACCC to revoke the notification (which 
CBH does not believe will be justified following the review) has the potential to 
require substantial changes to the supply chain, the timing for ACCC decision-
making should be planned to take the harvest season into account and disclosed well 
prior to the commencement of harvest preparations. CBH submits that taking such 
an approach will result in minimum disruption to the efficient operation of the 
supply chain. 

5.299. CBH submits that any decision to revoke the notification should not come into effect 
until prior to the 2011/12 harvest season. CBH argues that this approach would 
enable the disruptive effects of such a decision to be most effectively managed in the 
interests of all supply chain participants. Specifically: 

 CBH and other supply chain participants could conduct harvest planning on an 
informed basis 

 CBH would be in a position to submit a new Undertaking, amended Port 
Terminal Services Agreement and Port Terminal Rules, taking into account 
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the substantial changes in supply chain structure that a revocation would cause 
and 

 contracts with third parties could be negotiated in an environment of certainty 
for both parties. 

 
ACCC view 

5.300. The ACCC agrees that revocation of the notification mid-harvest would have the 
potential to cause significant disruption to the industry. Parties have arrangements in 
place that would need to be quickly reorganised if the notification was revoked mid 
harvest. 

5.301. The ACCC invites interested parties to comment on when, if the ACCC does issue a 
final notice revoking the authorisation, revocation of the notification should take 
effect. 

5.302. If the ACCC does decide to issue a final notice revoking the notification the ACCC 
will have regard to the views of CBH and interested parties in deciding when the 
revocation will come into effect. 
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6. Draft notice  

6.1. For the reasons identified the ACCC considers that the notified conduct has the 
purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition and the public 
benefits do not outweigh the public detriments. 

6.2. Accordingly, the ACCC proposes to issue a notice to revoke notification N93439, 
lodged by Cooperative Bulk Handling Limited on 11 June 2008. 

Next steps 

6.3. The notifying party or any interested party may request that the ACCC hold a 
conference in relation to the draft notice in accordance with section 93A of the Act. 
Should the notifying party or any interested party wish the ACCC to hold a 
conference in relation to the draft notice, they must notify the ACCC in writing by 
close of business 5 January 2011. 

6.4. The ACCC seeks further submissions from interested parties on the issues raised in 
the draft notice proposing to revoke the lodged by CBH to assist the ACCC decide 
whether or not a final notice should be issued revoking the notification. Written 
submissions should be provided to the ACCC by 12 January 2011.  

 




